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Overseas 

Argentina 53000-53017

Bolivia 53018-53020

Brazil 53021-53024

Burundi 53025-53031

China 53032-53072

Colombia 53073-53080

Costa Rica 53081

Dominican Republic 53082

Ecuador 53083

Egypt 53084-53189

Ethiopia 53190-53191

Guatemala 53192-53193

Haiti 53194-53195

Iraq 53196-53206

Israel 53207-53214

Japan 53215-53222

Jordan 53223-53225

Korea 53226-53230

Kuwait 53231-53232

Laos 53233-53233

Liberia 53234-53237

Libya 53238

Mexico 53239-53269

Mongolia 53270-53272

Nepal 53273-53275

Nicaragua 53276

Oman 53277-53287

Panama 53288

Peru 53289-53297

Philippines 53298

Salvador 53299

Saudi Arabia 53300

Sudan 53301

Syria 53302-53303

Thailand 53304-53310

Tibet 53311-53313

United Arab Emirates 53314-53316

United Nations 53317-53319

United States 53320-53362

Uruguay 53363-53368

Venezuela 53369-53371

Vietnam 53372-53375

Yemen 53376-53377



Overseas

Friday, December 7, 2018, at 10:00 CET
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Lot N°                      Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

Argentina

53000 F / 352                   

1868 Stampless entire from Buenos Aires to Batia, Brazil, with scarce triangular “F/19” accountancy 
hs, cover faults at lower right

300

53001 F / 352                   

1877 Envelope to Genova/Italy franked by 1876-78 8c carmine tied by BUENOS-AIRES / POSTALI 
ITALIANI straightline and Buenos Aires cds, disinfected and taxed by 10 décimes, 1L Italian postage due 
applied on arrival and tied by GENOVA 3-1 78 cds, same arrival bs, very fine

500

53002 F / 352                   

1877 Envelope from Chivilcoy (Province of Buenos Aires) franked by 1867-75 4c brown pair and carried by 
French ship (PQ FR J N°3, January 10th, 1877) and addressed to Genova in Italy where it received Italian 
40c and 1L postage dues, GENOVA 7 FEB 77 arrival backstamp together with PARIS 5 FEVR 77 transit pmk

400

53003 CC J                    303var

1920 Gen de Urquiza 5c Gray-blue with watermark LARGE SUN instead of multiple sun in block of four, 
bottom right example showing variety PEPUBLICA, an extremely rare variety on this paper, see also note 
attached (Scott 303var)

800

53004 P / 352                   

1923 “Timbres Postales Impresos en la Casa de la Moneda” official booklet containing 92 imperforate 
proofs in issued colours of the following issues: 1908-09 San Martin, 1911/13 Agriculture (16 values), 
1917 San Martin, 1923 San Martin, 1921Allegory Pan America, 1916 Laprida and Declaration of 
Independence, also 1920 pictorials, original leather-bound booklet but with some wear, scarce

500

53005 P / 352                   

1930 “March of the Victorious Insurgents” special leatherbound booklet with legend “Timbres Postales 
Emitidos Conmemorando la Revolucion del 6 de Septiembre de 1930” containing 25 stamps and 100 
proofs, plus 1923 San Martin issue (16), some tiny stains but generally in very good condition and scarce

1’000
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Lot N°                      Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

Buenos Aires

Steamship issue (P1-27)

53006 CC C H G F J Collection / 354                   

1858-59, Attractive small specialised collection on the steamship issues, neatly mounted on six 
exhibition pages, comprising six first issue 1p brown used and two unused four 2p blue singles plus two 
covers, four 3p green singles, two 4p red singles, plus three 5p orange singles, all used, then 1858 new 
value 4R with six singles and a pair plus unused example on cover, 1859 1p with ten used singles and 
two unused examples, then 2R blue with two singles and a cover from Uruguay, lot includes also a small 
study on stockpages with nine first issue last issue 2R singles, selection of forgeries for comparison 
including a Sperati tête-bêche, generally fine and a good basis for expansion

3’000 - 4’000

Liberty Head (P28-51)

53007 C H G F Collection / www                   

1859-62, Neat “Cabecitas” selection on stockpages, comprising 19 1859 4p green singles. 66 1p blue 
mint and used singles plus one used on cover, then a selection of the other values, some identified 
forgeries including from Fournier, total of ca170 stamps and two covers, see set of full scans on the web

1’500 - 2’400

Cordoba

53008 C DCE / 352                   1

1858 Arms of Cordoba 5c, eleven mint or unused examples sorted by type on stockcard, one example 
touched o/w all with clear to good margins, a fine and scarce group (Scott $1’650)

500

53009 CC C J DCE / 354                   1,2

1858 Arms of Cordoba 5c in complete sheet of 30 with gum, mostly never hinged, plus 5c single, type 
15, unused and 10c black single, type 16, with part gum, all mounted on a exhibition page, the sheet has 
some minor tears at bottom and show light creasing, nevertheless very fresh and rare (Scott $7’650+)

2’000

Corrientes

53010 CC C H G F J Collection / 354                   

1856-80, Attractive Corrientes collection in one album, all items neatly and knowledgeably written 
up on 25 pages, better items noted incl. first issue UN REAL with used single and two covers, second 
issue pen-stroked UN REAL with exceptional horizontal strip of three plus single used on cover, three 
complete sheet of third issue 3c blue in different shades, also single and cover, 2c yellow-green: 3 
covers and single, 2c yellow: complete sheet and one cover plus two singles, then good selection of 
various cancels on 3c violet, plus pair on cover, see also complete list enclosed detailing each and every 
item, full set of scans on the web, a great lot

2’000 - 3’000

53011 C H G F Collection / 356                   

1856-80, Collection of Corrientes in one stockbook, comprising three and 1/4 sheets of the last 3c blue 
issue, three first issue UN REAL covers of which one is cancelled by 16-line cancel, four covers with 3c 
blue of the third issue plus large fragment with pair and other with single, eight UN REAL used singles or 
different types, one second issue “pen stroke” single, three 2c singles plus two covers and a fragment, 
2c yellow in block of eight plus two singles and four covers, two 3c violet singles, a nice group

1’000 - 1’500

Tierra del Fuego

53012 CC J / 356                   I

1891 Julio Popper private mail 12C carmine-red in block of 6 and 25 mint nh (Mi.€1’860 for hinged)

300

Collections, Lots etc.

53013 F Collection / 356                   

1813-1980, Lot of 100s of covers in two stockbooks plus some on stockpages, noted some pre-
philatelics with postmarks from MENDOZA(2), JUJUY and CORDOBA, strength also in Rivadavias and 
Escuditos showing a range of cancels including TUCUMAN, ROSARIO, SANTA FE, etc., then strong 
section of airmail covers with several 1930 Zeppelins plus several Crash-mail covers, gen. fine

700 - 1’000
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Lot N°                      Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

53014 CC C H G F Collection                    

1858-2015, Most extensive and specialised mint and used collection of Argentina housed in 26 
stockbooks, ranging from the Confederation issues to the modern years, great strength in the 
Confederate issues and the Republic period “Escuditos” replete with shades and cancels, also covers 
bearing the 5c and 10c singles, being 82 singles and four covers plus strip of eight of the 5c, 10c(2) 
and 15c plus strips of nine of the 5c(2), 10c and 15, some identified fake cancels, two 1891 Popper’s 
local post singles, rich Escuditos section with 68 5c rose incl. block of fifteen plus seven covers, 48 
10c green four covers, and 48 15c blue, just for this album we have catalogue value stated by owner 
to be $28’000, then first issue Rivadavia with unused 10c green (expertised twice), two lightly used 
examples, also very nice used 15c single, then range of covers with perforated 5c and 10c singles, 
later issues showing specialisation in shades, also varieties with for example several 1877 1c on 5c 
vermilion with inverted surcharge, also apparently various inverted 2c, see catalogue value noted by 
vendor to be $46’000, later stockbooks are showing practically total completion with mint and used 
singles with in many cases a wide range of shades, many multiples, proofs and varieties including 
inverted centres, MUESTRA overprints, officials, fiscals, telegraphs, farming duties etc., one of the most 
extensive collection of Argentina we have ever seen, generally fine to very fine

Estimate: € 12’000 - € 20’000

53015 C DCE Collection / 356                   

1862-68, Small selection on a stockpage with 1867-68 5c proof(?) and mint pair with double perf. 
between (thin)

100 - 150

53016 P Collection / 356                   

1863-1905, Collection of 263 imperforate and perforated proofs neatly mounted in large album, from 
the early Rivadavia issues until 1895 San Martin issue, includes 9 single die proofs, different types of 
paper, selection of 1892-95 perforated small-size Rivadavia issue, also perforated 1892-95 San Martin 
issues with seven 1$20 singles in different colours, a great lot

1’200 - 2’000

53017 CC C H G F DCE Collection                    

1880-2000, Large quantities of stamps and covers in three boxes,including 10’000s of mostly General 
San Martin but also other definitives in neat bundles of 100 ready for the cancel-researcher, also 
quantities of postal stationery wrappers, a few albums, etc., a great lot

800 - 1’200
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Lot N°                      Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

Bolivia
53018 CC C / www                   

1867 Condor 5c bluish green in complete sheet of 72 (at back manuscript pencil annotation 3rd re-
engraving, 2nd period), mostly never hinged (some values hinged) and filing folds in-between 2 rows, 
fine to superb for this

300

53019 C H Collection / www                   

1866-1939, MInt & used collection of Bolivia on three Scott album pages, includes a mint 1868-69 500c 
black (Scott #14), fine

200 - 300

         
53020 CC C H G DCE A Collection                    

1878-1928, Clean specialised collection on lighthouse pages, with essays, proofs, cancellations, 
multiples, etc., from Book of Law set of NBN die proofs on India, 5c small NBN die proof on card, 5c 
marginal block of 27 with imprint, 20c corner block of 30 with part double imprint, 10c bisect se-tenant 
with whole on piece, 50c bisect on piece, 1887 Arms SPECIMEN in blocks, 1c with OLLAGUE/CHILE 
border cds, 2c blue perforated proof, 1890 Arms with ABN SPECIMEN, 1892 Railway stamps, Seebeck 
Justice essays, 1894 Arms imperf. proofs, set in strips of 5 without Specimen (probably sent as UPU 
distribution), imperf. blocks of 2c, 5c, 1899 Sucre imperf. proofs, 1901 Telegraphs, Fiscal proofs and 
Specimens, 1928 siles die proofs, Fiscals with ABN Specimen, multiples, Telegraphs, etc,. mostly fine 
and most interesting lot for the specialist (over 500 items)

3’000 - 5’000

Brazil
53021 F / 356                   

1843 60R Bull’s eye, large margins, tied by CORREIO GERAL DA CORTE 22.12.1843 cds to cover to San 
Paolo, fine

150

         
53022 C H Collection                    

1843-1939, Mint & used collection on six Scott album pages, strength in the early numeral issues 
including 1843 30R (PF cert.), 60R (2, one with PF cert.), 90R (PF cert.), also choice example of 1844-45 
300R Inclinados with good to very large margins showing part of adjoining stamp at left (PF cert.), gen. fine

1’000 - 1’500
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Lot N°                      Symbol(s) / Photo Page         Cat. N°  Estimate (€)

53023 H G F J DCE Collection / www                   

1844-66, Attractive selection of mostly VERTICAIS and COLORIDOS housed in one stockbook, used and 
used, replete with pairs, strips and blocks throughout, ca240 stamps with strength in Coloridos incl. six 
280R and nine 430R, also some Inclinados, gen. fine and scarce

1’000 - 1’500

     
53024 CC C H DCE Collection                    

1873-1961, Extensive mint & used collection in a well-filled Schaubek album, with classics incl. 1843 
Bull’s Eyes 30r, 60r and 90r used, 1844-46 to 90r, 1850 range to 600r (scissor cut along top), Dom 
Pedro mint perf. & roulette sets plus a couple of pages at the back with various postmarks, Small Heads, 
Newspaper stamps, officials, postage dues, airmails, money order stamps,etc., mixed condition, a very 
nice assembly (STC over $49’000 in RHM 2017)

6’000 - 8’000

Burundi
53025 CC / 358                   C207-C212

1974 Fish Airmails IMPERFORATE set of six blocks of four, mint never hinged, very fine & rare

120

53026ex 53028ex

53030ex

53026 CC A                    

1980 Birds, complete set of six imperforate values with rare grey-green frame, in strips of three with 
inscription “Republique du Burundi” in margin, nh, very fine

300

53027 CC P / 358                   

1980 Birds 30F and 50F in gutter pairs (strip of three examples) in 6 colours essay, plus centre only, plus 
frame only, nh, very fine (48 stamps)

300

53028 CC                    611-615

1984 Butterflies, IMPERFORATE complete set of five pairs, never hinged, very fine and rare (Scott $1’600)

200

53029 CC A / 358                   

1986 Flowers, complete set of 12 values on a gummed sheet, with printer’s annotations, nh, very fine, unique

300
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53030 CC / 359                    633-638

1986 Flowers, set of six values, IMPERFORATE, never hinged, scarce

120

53031 CC C H F Collection                    

1962-1974, Apparently complete collection in album incl. covers, seldom offered

50 - 100

China
Municipal Posts of Treaty Ports

Nanking

53032 F / 358                   

1897 Nanking local post fancy red band cover registered internally sent to Chinkiang bearing 10c 
yellow-green cancelled by violet cds, boxed registration hand-stamp on reverse, very fine and rare with 
very few commercial registered covers recorded

1’800

Chinese Empire (1878-1949)

1897-1911 Imperial Post

53033 F / 358                   

1900 10c CIP in combination with France 25c ovptd “Chine” on cover to France, transit bs, fine, scarce 
mixed franking

300

53034 F / 358                   

1901 Handpainted ppc (showing Royal Palace) franked Imperial Post 1/2c brown (2) bearing oval 
‘PEKING 15.4.01’ to German Empire, very fine and decorative item

200

53035 G                    

1903-04 Provisional Issue bisects on pieces, with 1c on half 2c and half of 2c, fine

120

53036 F / 360                   

1903-04 Provisional issue 1c on 2c bisect on cover sent locally in Foochow, fine

300

53037 F / 360                   

1905 Imperial Post 10C green (at right with ‘double perf’ from gutter) tied to envelope by very fine native 
cancel from Peking via Shanghai to Austria, interesting postmark

300

Chinese Republic

53038 F DFE / www                   

1925-1927 Registered cover front franked 1923/26 definitives 1c (5, incl. strip of 4) + 10c (3) bearing 
PEKING 2.3.25 cds & Provincial Issue Manchuria (1927 issue) 10c on cover from HARBIN, both to 
Czechoslovakia, both legal size

100

53039 F / 360                   

1929 INCOMING MAIL: Zeppelin Tokyo flight addressed to Shanghai, China with Shanghai arrival 
marking at back, very fine, scarce destination for a Zeppelin

500

China Provincial Issues

China Province Manchuria

53040 F / 360                   

1912 Cover to Vienna franked 10c blue with short red ‘China Republic’ overprint bearing HARBIN 19. 
OCT.12 cds, at back Shanghai transit, fine & scarce  

100

Sinkiang

53041 F / 360                   

1930 Envelope sent registered from Tarcheng to Germany via USSR & Dresden bearing 16c, 8c, 1c 
adhesives with vertical Sinkiang overprints (Scott 60, 56, 48) tied bilingual date-stamps, fine and rare

900
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Szechuan

53042 F / 360                   

1933 Red band airmail cover franked at back provincial issue Szechuan 1st issue 1c orange + 2nd 
issue 2c green (17) + 3rd issue 10c lilac (2), all bearing PAHSIEN (CHUNGKING) cds, return side with 
Shanghai 8.9.33 roller postmark, for display opened up on 3 sides, very fine impressive cover

360

People’s Republic of China

53043 G / 360                   

1950 Unissued South China 10000$ red surcharged 20000$ (5 adhesives incl. 1 pair) + 1st issue ‘Gate 
of Heavenly Peace’ 200$+2000$(2)+5000$+10000$(2) + 1950 Postal transport 500$ orange tied to 
fragment by clear PEKING 50.7.12 cds, a rare multiple franking, (Mi. 30 + 12 + 17 + 18 + 20 + 27, €800+)

500

53044 G / www                   

1957 Wooden pieces (from heavy boxes) addressed to Czechoslovakia franked div. 1955-1957 
definitives, unusal frankings & ‘cover-fronts’

150

53045 F / 362                   

1959 8F Red Record harvest 1958 tied to scarce postal stationery card 4f greyish green by red Shanghai 
cds to Prague

260

53046 F / 362                   

1959-1977 Lot of 4 ppc’s & 2 covers with divers frankings, noted 1975 43F Wushu martial art on ppc

240

53047 C / www                   

1963 Panda imperf. and perf. mint hinged set of three, both 10f affected by heavy hinge and one perf. 
8f with surface fault

100

53048 CC / www                   736-38

1963-1973 Panda sets 1963 & 1973, complete, mint nh (Mi. 736-38,1126-31, €475)

100

53049 F / 362                   

1967 (Dec 31) Envelope to Germany franked on both sides with 1967 Our Great Teacher set of 3 and 
1967 Labour Day set of 5, faults to cover and stamps, still a rare franking

1’000

53050 F / 362                   

1970 (May 21) Envelope to Germany franked on both sides by six stamps from the 1968 Revolutionary 
Literature & Art issues and 1965 4d football, very fine and rare franking

1’000

53051 F / 362                   

1970 (Jun 20) Envelope sent to Germany franked on both sides with 1967 Thoughts of Mao with gold 
frame set of 5 and 8f Mao as well as 1965 4f football, lower right corner of envelope missing otherwise 
very fine and rare franking

1’000

Foreign Post Offices

French Post Offices

53052 F / www                   

1900s Small lot of postal stationery : CHINE & INDOCHINE, all but one mint hinged, mostly very fine

200

53053 F / 362                   

1912 Registered cover franked French China & France surcharged 1F, 50c, 5c,10c, 25c to German 
Empire, fine

200

53054 F / 362                   

1912 Registered cover franked 40c on 1fr single franking to Gebrueder Senf Leipzig, fine

100
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Italian Post Offices

 
53055 G                    

1917 TIENTSIN 6c on 15c handstamp surcharge on fragment postmarked TIENTSIN, scarce, cert. Sorani

600

Japanese Post Offices

53056 F / 364                   

1902-1906 Group of 4 ppc’s and 2 postal stationery cards, all franked div. values of Japan P.O. in 
China incl. a 3-colour franking, with postmarks from Shanghai (2), Tientsin (2, incl. spec. UPU jubilee 
postmark) and Peking (1), also noted one incoming with poste restante fee of Tientsin I.J.P.O., mostly 
fine to very fine and scarce group

700

53057 F / 364                   

1914 Postal stationery double card 4sen brown bearing native cancel of Jap.P.O. Tientsin via South 
Manchurian Railway (indistinct violet cancel) and Siberia to Luebeck, German Empire, rare card & 1912 
China card from Kongmoon via Shanghai to German Empire

200

53058 F / www                   

1912-1926 PPc of SMS Kaiser football team franked 3s + 1 1/2s + (at back) 1/2s bearing PORT-
ARTHUR IJPO 18.7.12 cds & 1926 ppc franked 2s pair bearing DAIREN IJPO 3.6.26 cds, some faults or 
stains but scarce

100

Macao

53059 F / 364                   

1900 MACAU & TIMOR: Group of about 40 unused postal stationery cards, lettercards, mostly Macau, 
mixed to mostly very fine

500

53060 CC C                    

1966-98, Collection apparently complete for this period, very fine

300 - 500

Manchukuo

53061 F / 364                   

1939 Registered censored cover franked Japan 3s pair + 30s bearing DAIREN 21.8.39 via Hong Kong 
to Singapore, very fine

200

China Taiwan

53062 C Collection                    

1953-96, Collection with great deal of completion except for the beginning, very fine

600 - 1’000

We accept the following credit cards: 
VISA, Mastercard and American Express

If you wish to pay with American Express, please contact us in advance

Payment by Credit Card
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Overseas

Collections and Lots

         
53063 C H                    

1878-1940, Chiefly Imperial China mint & used collection mounted on four Scott album pages, better 
items include mint 1878 5c yellow (cert. PSE), 1883 1c green (cert. PSE), 1894 9c dark green, 12c 
orange and 24c carmine, also 1897 surcharged revenue, mixed to fine

1’200 - 2’000

                 
53064 C H F DCE                    

1883-1946, Comprehensive mint & used collection in a stockbook, with Large Dragons (13), 1894 
Dowager mint & used sets, Surcharges to 30c on 24ca used, Red Revenues to 4c on 3c used, Flying 
Goose high values, etc., some covers and postcards, postage dues, Provinces, Foreign Offices, mixed 
condition, a great lot (STC $45’000+ in Scott)

8’000 - 12’000

53065 F / www                   

1890-1930, 5 lettres dont 2 carte en franchise, une carte postale avec double affranchissement etc...

350

53066 F / www                   

1878-1925 +- Duplication on diverse A3 stockcards, mostly used, mostly very fine

300

53067 C H J DCE / www                   

1930s-40s, One volume collection of several hundred early 20th century stamps, focusing on the martyr 
and Sun Yat-sen issues, with very little duplication, mint and used, high value multiples, postage dues 
of the period, as well as province overprints, etc.

600 - 800

53068 F / www                   

1946-1949 Small cover lot (8, incl. 2 cover fronts & 1 Hongkong cover), 2 items larger legal size format, 
airmail &/or registered except one, interesting frankings

150 - 250

53069 CC H / www                   

1963-2003 PRC Large accumulation in big old dealers stockbook, mostly late 1970ies to early 1990ies, 
also some pages with earlier (1950ies) and non PRC, etc., mostly MNH (some used), high.-cat value, 
needs to be inspected to be fully valued, from a former Eastern bourse dealers stock

1’000 - 2’000

53070 CC H F / www                   

1973-1998 PRC Duplication on 6 A4 stockcard pages, nearly all MNH + 1 min.sheet used on blank FDC, 
also 1 stockbook with modern Taiwan, from a former Eastern bourse dealers stock

100 - 200

53071 CC / www                   

1981-2002 PRC Large accumulation of miniature sheets and a few booklets, mostly MNH (very few 
used), high.-cat value, from a former Eastern bourse dealers stock

300 - 700

53072 CC / www                   

1986-2002 PRC Large accumulation in box of souvenir and annual years folders, sheets and se-tenant 
sheets, part sheets, duplications, all MNH, from a former Eastern bourse dealers stock

500 - 1’000
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Colombia

General issues

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FIRST ISSUE THREE COLOUR FRANKING

 
53073 F                    3+4b+6(x3)

1859 (Sep 26) Complete folded letter (in English) from an English merchant in Bogota to his brother in 
HAMBURG, with 5c and 20c tied together on face by “9.” hs, with pair of 20c plus 10c tied together on 
reverse by same, sent via the English mail with British P.O. Cartagena bs (dated OCT 10 / 1859) and London 
transit (Nov.1) plus Hamburg Prussian mail bs (St. P.A. / 4 Nov. 59), ms “2/8” (2sh8d) rated in London plus 
ms “46” (schillings) in red crayon on arrival, all stamps with ample to huge margins, very fine

Nothing comparable is known for its multicolour franking and rare destination. Ex Langlais and 
Hackmey; it escaped the grasp of other famous collectors of Columbia such as Londono, Hubbard and 
Goeggel, and is in a special class all its own - a true world-class rarity.

The double weight Colombian franking (75 centavos) paid for the internal transit from Bogota via Honda 
to Cartagena (25 centavos) plus 50 centavos for maritime postage, and was given to the British Consul 
in Cartagena for onward transmission. Note small m/s “2” on reverse confirming 2nd echelon of weight. 
The use of the British post was necessary as Colombia did not then have a postal convention with 
Prussia. The “46” applied at the Prussian postal agency in Hamburg represented all charges for a 
double weight letter from Carthagena, incl. the British charge.

The cover was carried from Cartagena to St. Thomas by the ship “Solent” on Oct. 10 and was transferred 
to the “La Plata” which carried it to Southampton - both steamboats of the Royal Mail Steamship company.

One of the most important First Issue covers from anywhere in South America

Expertise: Cert. RPS (1980)

30’000
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Overseas

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence

 
53074 C K                    3a

1859 Coat of Arms, 5c Slate-blue, horizontal TÊTE-BÊCHE pair (position 10-11 on the sheet (Stone B), 
position 11 being the inverted cliché), large margins all around, mint part original gum, very fine and 
rare, cert. Brian Moorhouse (Scott N°2a, Yvert N°3a, €12’500)

Provenance: Ferrari

4’000

 
53075 H                    

1863 50c ERROR OF COLOUR red instead of green on light bluish, very fine, very rare, signed Calves, 
cert. JF.Brun

5’500

Colombia Compania Colombiana de Navegacion Aérea

5307753076

53076 DCE                    15-16

1920 10C brownish-red both designs se-tenant pair & double pair, unused, scarce, Mi E 510+++

100

53077 C                    2

1920 COMPAÑIA COLOMBIANA DE NAVEGACION AEREA 10c blue, green, red, yellow and black, unused, 
very fine, very rare

600
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Departments - Antioquia

 
53078 H                    22a

1878 2 1/2c Blue on pelure paper, good to large margins, used with “San...” manuscript cancel, very 
fine, cert. Moorhouse (Yvert 22a, €2’400)

400

Collections, Lots etc.

53079 C H DCE / www                   

1859-1924, Collection in four A4 stockbooks of mostly classic values & issues starting with the Granada 
Confederation and United States, also Departmental issues (Antioquia, Bolivar, Boyaca, Cundinamarca, 
Santander, Tolima, etc.), also some Panama, noted large section of the large format money value & 
insurance adhesives, used, hinged or unused, rarely offered in this quantity, mixed to very fine, ex FIP 
president Dvoracek (Est. € 1’200/1’800)

1’200 - 1’800

                  
53080 CC Collection                    

American Banknote Specimens: Attractive & large duplicated stock of over 4300 mint nh Specimens 
in singles, small and large blocks all neatly presented on stockcards, generally fresh & very fine, an 
excellent lots for the internet seller (4’300+)

1’500 - 2’000

Costa Rica

                  
53081 CC                    

American Banknote Specimens: Attractive & large duplicated stock of over 3900 mint nh Specimens 
in singles, small, large blocks & part sheets, mostly neatly presented on stockcards, showing some 
Airmails, generally fresh & very fine, an excellent lots for the internet seller (3900+) (Est. € 700/1’000)

500 - 800

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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Overseas

Dominican Republic

             
53082 CC C H G Collection                    

1865-1937, Well-furnished mint & used collection on six Scott album pages, strength in the early issues 
with several 1865 Coat-of-Arms singles, and even greater section of 1866-73 type Coat-of-Arms, some 
stuck down on old-time “Lallier” album pages, also replete with later issues, postage dues and airs, fine

500 - 800

Ecuador

 
53083 DCE                    189

1920 Airmail cancellation CORREO HIDRO - AEREO - GUAYAQUIL - SALINAS - MANTA- ESMERALDAS - 
10 DE SETTEMBRE DE 1922 - PILOTO CAMPAGNOLI - OBSERVADOR LODI MECANICO CECCOVILLI on 
1915-17 1c orange, prepared for flights on the “Macchi M 18” plane, fine and scarce, cert. Colla

500

Egypt (see also special catalogue “The Joseph Chalhoub Collection of Egypt – Commemoratives”

Austrian Post Offices

53084 F / 364                   

1873 Printed matter to Austria with Austrian 2s yellow-orange vert. pair tied by Alexandrien cds, Vienna 
bs, toned top corner perf., scarce rate

400

French Post Offices

53085 F / 364                   

1874 Tri-colour franked entire and letter from Alexandra to Napoli, endorsed ‘Col Vapour Francese delle 
M.M.’ franked 1872-74 10c bistre- rose, 15c bistre-yellow and 40c orange-yellow, tied by three diamond 
dotted lozenge ‘5080’ French P.O. Egypt handstamps. Alongside a boxed ‘PD’h.s. and ‘ALEXANDRIA/13/
OCT/74/EGYPE’ c.d.s., partial arrival c.d.s to reverse.

240

David Feldman Extended Payment Facility

David Feldman SA (DFSA) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1% are debited to 
the buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the Special Extended Facility has been granted, the buyer 
understands that every claim regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, 
even though the lots may be held by DFSA awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DFSA.
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Italian Post Offices

 
53086 F                    L19+L20

1863 30c Brown and 40C rose, De La Rue printing,  cancelled by boxed PIROSCAFI POSTALI ITALIANI pmk 
on folded cover to Belgium, neat ALESSANDRIA 28 DIC 63  cds alongside, sent from Cairo on December 
17th and noted by Dott. Colla to be the earliest known usage of the 30c brown from Alessandria, very 
rare usage and to an unusual destination, cert. Colla

4’600

53087 H / www                   

1870 Italian Postage Dues, 9 stamps with values to 60c cancelled in Egypt, mostly good strikes, scarce 
assembly (Est. €100/150)

100 - 150

Interpostal Seals

53088 H DCE / www                   

Collection of ca 250 Seals in old stockbook including some fine used, few foreign P.O.’s, some stuck together

300

53089 C H DCE Collection / www                   

1860-1890, Old-time collection of INTERPOSTAL SEALS in album incl. Foreign offices like Djedda, 
Massawa, Khartoum, etc., most attractive

3’000 - 5’000

1864-1906 Essays

53090 A / 372                   

1874 Essay of Bernardi Wagner of Millan: 20pa green, imperforate sheetlet of two, depicting Sphinx at 
centre of three Pyramids, minor tone spots, very fine & scarce (Nile Post E59, $1’000)

600

53091 A / 372                   

1874 Essay of Bernardi Wagner of Millan: 20pa grey blue, imperforate sheetlet of two, depicting Sphinx 
at centre of three Pyramids, minor tone spots, very fine & scarce (Nile Post E59, $1’000)

600

53092 A / 372                   

1874 Essay of Bernardi Wagner of Millan: 20pa dark green, imperforate sheetlet of two, depicting 
Sphinx at centre of three Pyramids, minor tone spots, very fine & scarce (Nile Post E59, $1’000)

600

53093 A / 372                   

1874 Essay of Bernardi Wagner of Millan: 20pa brown, imperforate sheetlet of two, depicting Sphinx at 
centre of three Pyramids, minor tone spots, very fine & scarce (Nile Post E59, $1’000)

600

53094 A / 372                   

1874 Essay of Bernardi Wagner of Millan: 5pa brown, imperforate sheetlet of two, depicting two different 
unrecorded designs, minor tone spots, very fine & scarce (Not listed in the Nile Post)

600
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53095 A / 372                   

1874 Essay of Bernardi Wagner of Millan: 5pa brown, imperforate sheetlet of two, depicting two different 
unrecorded designs, minor tone spots, very fine & scarce (Not listed in the Nile Post)

600

53096 A / 372                   

1874 Essay of Bernardi Wagner of Millan: 5pa green, imperforate sheetlet of two, depicting two different 
unrecorded designs, minor tone spots, very fine & scarce (Not listed in the Nile Post)

600

53097 A / 374                   

1874 Essay of Bernardi Wagner of Millan: 20pa violet, imperforate sheetlet, depicting Sphinx at centre 
of three Pyramids, minor tone spots, very fine & scarce (Nile Post E59, $500)

300

1867-69 Penasson

EGYPT - ITALY - SWITZERLAND – THREE-COUNTRY COMBINATION FRANKING

53098 F                    

1871 (Mar 4) Envelope from Cairo to Switzerland, with Egypt 1pi red tied Cairo cds, sent via Alexandria 
where Italy 20c and 80c were tied by Alexandria cds and/or “234” dotted numeral cancels, addressed 
to an interned French soldier at Schaffhausen. It was re-addressed first to Chambery and then to 
Versailles, and further franked on reverse with Feb. 1871 “Gratis.” label tied by Winterthur cds (18 III 
71). Opened for display, the cover shows a large variety of transits and unrecorded italic script “Dopo La 
Partenza” hs. Considered the most spectacular and important “Gratis.” cover in existence.

Expertise: Signed and certificate von der Weid (2001) and cert. Bach & Eichele which states, “An 
exceptional mixed franking and combination cover” 

Estimate: € 5’000 - € 8’000
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1872-75 Penasson

53099 C J / 374                   D15n

1872 10pa mauve perf.13 1/3 mint top left corner sheet marginal block of four, fresh & very fine

Note: The left hand vertical perforation is shorter than the rest because the sheet had to be turned 
around due to the narrowness of the margin, and was therefore perforated in the other direction

300

53100 F / 372                   D21

1872 (Sep 29) Folded entire from Suez to Cairo with 1872 20pa blue litho pair tied by Suez cds with 
further strike adjacent, posted at Suez railway station hence struck with scarce “DALLA STAZIONE” hs 
(6mm high), very fine, attractive & scarce

600

1874 Bulaq

53101 C J K / 374                   D23lp

1874 5pa Brown, perf. 13 1/3 x 12 1/2, mint bottom left corner sheet marginal block of four, showing 
two VERTICAL TETE-BECHE pairs (creased), fresh, very fine & scarce

120

53102 CC C J / 374                   D27g

2pi Yellow, perf. 13 1/3 x 12 1/2, mint bottom right sheet marginal block of twelve, fresh, very fine & a 
scarce multiple

400

53103 CC C J / 374                   D28a

1874 2 1/2pi violet, 12 1⁄2, mint tête-bêche block of nine showing one vertical or horizontal tête-bêche 
pair, fresh, very fine & scarce

650

1879 Surcharges

53104 C J / 374                   D30b

1879 5pa on 2 1/2pi perf.12 1/2 with “cleft pyramid” variety (pos.1) in mint block of four

280

1884 Changed Colours

     
53105 CC C H G F                    

1884 Changed Colours exhibit collection on leaves with the scarce 10pa claret unused (3), used (8), 
later with duplication mint and used, multiples including plate blocks, 1pi blue with cut down Die Proof 
imperforate on card paper in black, 2pi with imperf plate proof in marginal pair, fine thoughout

400

1914-53 Pictorial, Farouk and Fuad Essays

 
53106 DCE A                    

1922 Harrison  & Sons 200m CONSULAR SERVICE imperf. essay in blue, lower right corner marginal, 
light horiz. streak across the stamp otherwise fine and rare, see  Peter R. Feltus book p.181

1’500
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53107 CC C A                    E203/E204

1922 Harrison & Sons “lotus columns” & “floral garland” essays (14) incl. “lotus columns” large 
15m black, reduced 15m blue pair & single on gummed wmk paper, 15m blue (3) & 15m brown on 
unwatermarked paper, “floral garlands” large 15m blue, reduced 15m in grey-brown, orange, black and 
red on gummed wmk paper and 15m in brown and blue on umwatermarked paper, mostly very fine

800

53108 J A / 376                   E224

1922 Essays of Harrisson 5m red-brown, top right corner sheet marginal block of six, imperforate on 
gummed watermarked paper, very fine and scarce 

300

         
53109 CC DCE A P                    E233, E233a, D97ct(b)

1922 Harrison & Sons essays/colour trials (3); 15m blue imperf. unwatermarked paper, 15m blue vert. 
pair on gummed wmk paper (crease), 15m brown colour trial imperf. pair, fine

200

53110 A / 376                   E236a

1922 Harrison & Sons 50m essay in brown in sheetlet of four, very fine

500

1914-1922 Pictorials

53111 C / www                   D53d-D62a

1914 Pictorial issue imperf. set, mint hr, several with some gum toning, the 100m and 200m just cut 
into, but the 100m showing double print (with the value tablet printed at the top)

50

1922-1936 King Fouad I Definitives

 
53112 CC                    D112l

1927-37 Second Portrait 5m brown tête-bêche in left marginal strip of four with oblique perforations, 
mint nh, very fine

150
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Overseas

53113 CC J / 376                   D129b-D135b

1936-37 “Postes” set of 7 in lower right corner marginal blocks of four with oblique perforations, very fine

500

1936-1952 King Farouk Definitives

     
53114 P                    D136b-D154g

1937-46 Young Farouk complete set of “Cancelled” backs incl. extra shades of the lower values, 54 
stamps in total, very fine and rare group

1’000

53115 CC J / www                   D136b/153a

1937-46 Young Farouk part set of imperfs with “Cancelled” backs (missing 13m, 20m grey-violet both 
30m, 100m and £E1), all very fine except for 50pi with chip at top and corner crease

200

53116 J P / 376                   D136b/154g

1937-46 Young Farouk group of imperf. “Cancelled” backs in blocks, with blocks of 4 of the 1m, 3m, 
4m, 5m, 10m, 13m, 15m, 20m, 40m, 50m, 100m, 200m and £E1 (scuffed at top right with crude pen 
mark to touch it up), the 40m in bock of 8 and the 50pi in pair

2’000

5311853117

53117 CC J                    D137a

1937-46 Young Farouk 2m printed on the gummed side variety in lower left corner A/41 control block 
of four, very fine

1’200

53118 CC J                    D140ct(e)

1937-46 Young Farouk 5m colour trial in blue in mint nh block of four, very fine, reverse with black hs 
of the Royal collection

800
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53119 J P / 376                   D141bka

1937-46 Young Farouk 6m booklet pane of 12 imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse, very fine and very 
rare, only 20 exist

1’000

53120 J P / 380                   D141bka

1937-46 Young Farouk 5m booklet pane of 12 imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse, very fine and very 
scarce, only 60 exist

600

53121 CC J / 380                   D141bkb

1937-46 Young Farouk 6m mint nh booklet pane with oblique perforations, very fine and scarce, only 40 exist

500

53122 CC J / 380                   D141bkb

1937-46 Young Farouk 5m mint nh booklet pane with oblique perforations, very fine and scarce, only 120 exist

400

 
53123 J P                    D142bka

1937-46 Young Farouk 10m booklet pane of 12 imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse, very fine and very 
rare, only 10 exist

1’000

53124 CC J / 380                   D142bkb

1937-46 Young Farouk 10m mint nh booklet pane with oblique perforations, very fine and rare, only 20 exist

800

53125 CC J / 380                   D143bkb

1937-46 Young Farouk 15m mint nh booklet pane with oblique perforations, very fine and very scarce, 
only 40 exist

800

53126 CC J / 380                   D143bkb

1937-46 Young Farouk 20m mint nh booklet pane with oblique perforations, very fine and rare, only 20 exist

700

53127 J P / 380                   D144bka

1937-46 Young Farouk 15m booklet pane of 12 imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse, from the top of the 
sheet, very fine and very rare, only 20 exist

1’000

 
53128 J P                    D145bka

1937-46 Young Farouk 20m booklet pane of 12 imperf. with “Cancelled” on reverse, very fine and very 
rare, only 10 exist

1’000
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53129 CC P                    D147(a)

1937-46 Young Farouk 30m imperf. sheetlet of 9 in light grey on gummed watermarked paper, printed 
for the Palace Collection, tiny tear at foot and a few light handling bends, very rare

7’000

53130 CC J P / 380                   D152b-D154h

1937-46 Young Farouk group of mint nh Royal misperfs incl. £E1 block of 4, 50pi block of 4, two 200m 
blocks of 4 and 3m block of 20, very fine

1’500

 
53131 CC                    D153b

1937-46 Young Farouk 50pi mint nh imperf. pair, very fine

800

53132 CC J P / 380                   D153c

1937-46 Young Farouk 50pi mint nh block of 9 with oblique perforations from the top right corner of 
the sheet, very fine

1’500
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5313453133

53133 CC                    D153e

1937-46 Young Farouk 50pi mint nh imperf. with centre only, very fine

800

53134 CC                    D154d

1937-46 Young Farouk £E1 mint nh imperf. pair, very fine

800

53135 C J P / 382                   D154h

1937-46 Young Farouk £E1 mint block of 9 with oblique perforations from the top right corner of the 
sheet, very fine

800

53136 CC J P / 382                   D154h

1937-46 Young Farouk £E1 mint nh block of 4 with oblique perforations from the lower left corner of the 
sheet, small natural gum disturbance on one stamp, very fine

500

     
53137 CC J                    

1942 Italian Occupation of Siwa Oasis: The unauthorised set of ten Young Farouk 1m to 20 m in mint nh 
marginal blocks of four overprinted with “OASI DI SIWA / OCCUPAZIONE / MILITARE / ITALIANA”, made  when 
the Italian Army occupied the oasis and captured stamps were found by a Lieutenant in the Atiete Division 
from Bologna who was an ardent philatelist, odd tone spot, very rare (the first set that we have offered)

Note: See P. Smith book p.810. A set of singles was sold for €2’800 plus hammer in the sale of Peter 
Smith’s collection

10’000

53138 CC C J P / 382                   D155a-D172a

1944-51 “Military” 1m to £E1 group of imperforates in mint nh blocks of four up to 100m (excl. 22m) 
and the 50pi & £E1 in mint lh lower left corner marginal pairs with slightly toned streaky gum (£E1 with 
light crease), rest mostly very fine

2’000

53139 CC C J P / www                   D155d-D166c

1944-51 “Military” 1m to 30m group of “Cancelled” backs incl. 1m in strip of 5 and lower marginal 
block of 14, 2m block of 4 & strip of 4, the 4m, 10m, 15m, 17m, 20m, 22m and 30m in blocks of 4, 20m 
in block of 8 and 10m in lower marginal block of 14, very fine

800
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Overseas

53141 5314353140

53140 CC P                    D155e-D172d

1944-51 “Military” mint nh set of 18 with oblique perforations, very fine

1’200

53141 P                    D155e/D170b

1944-51 “Military” 1m to £E1 group of imperf. “Cancelled” backs (missing 13m & 50pi), with a range 
of shades of the lower values, mostly very fine (66)

2’000

53142 CC J / www                   D155e/D170b

1944-51 “Military” 1m to 200m group of 11 mint nh blocks of four with oblique perfs, very fine

800

53143 C                    D172a

1944-51 “Military” £E1 mint imperf. top marginal (hinged at very top), very fine

500

53145 53145A53144

53144 CC P                    D172ct(a)

1944-51 “Military” 50pi colour trial of the frame only in brown, mint nh (tiny natural gum disturbance 
at top in margin), very fine and rare

1’500

53145 CC P                    D172ct(b)

1944-51 “Military” 50pi colour trial with light brown centre and brown frame, mint nh, very fine and rare

1’500

53145A CC J                    D165a

11944-51 “Military” 22m IMPERFORATE mint nh block of four, extremely rare

4’000
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53146 CC P                    

1952 Farouk Ovpt issue complete set of 62 mint nh overprint colour trials, reverse with black hs of the 
Palace collection, very fine and rare, only 50 sets exist

3’000

Egypt Commemoratives 1914-1953

         
53147 CC P                    C1-C3

1895 Winter Festival Foundation (unissued) set of 3 mint nh vert. pairs, 5m with small corner crease 
otherwise fine and scarce

1’200

 
53148 G                    C20

1926 Port Fouad 50pi tied to piece by complete 21 DE 26 Port Fouad cds on the first day of issue, very 
fine and scarce, cert. Egypt Study Circle (1972) and Bühler (1971)

500
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Overseas

53149

53150

53151

53149 CC P                    C47b-C60b

1934 UPU mint nh set of 14 with oblique perforations, very fine

2’000

53150 P                    C66b-C68b

1936 Anglo Egyptian Treaty set with “Cancelled” on reverse, horizontal creases on 5m and 15m not 
very noticeable

400

53151 CC                    C96ct

1945 Arab Countries Union colour trial in brown in imperf. strip of three, mint nh, very fine and very rare 
(taken from the unique sheet of 9 in this colour)

4’000

53152

53153

53152 CC                    C117ct

1948 International Cotton Congress 10m colour trial in red-brown in imperf. strip of three, mint nh, very 
fine and very rare (taken from the unique sheet of 9 in this colour)

4’000

53153 CC                    C117ct

1948 International Cotton Congress 10m colour trial in olive-green in imperf. strip of three, mint nh, very 
fine and very rare (taken from the one of the two sheets of 9 in this colour)

4’000
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53154 CC J / 382                   C121b

1948 Centenary of the death of Ibrahim Pasha, 10m brown-lake and green, mint nh, 
Royal oblique perforation in left sheet marginal block of four, very fine and scarce

300

53155 CC C P / 382                   

1948 Imaba-Basel flight officially prepared non-franking label group with mint nh single, mint single 
with oblique perforations and imperf. lower corner marginal pair with “Cancelled” back in Arabic

200

53156 J DCE P / 388                   

1949 BEPITEC officially prepared non-franking label group with green imperf. block of four with 
“Cancelled” back in Arabic, and six imperf. proof blocks on ungummed unwatermarked paper in 
different colours (some thins), scarce

600

 
53157 CC P                    

1949 BEPITEC officially prepared non-franking label group with mint nh imperf. between block of four 
in green, mint nh imperf. between block of four with oblique perforations, imperf. pair with “Cancelled” 
back in Arabic and larger version mint pair in red (fault on one stamp)

300

53158 J DCE P / 388                   

1949 CITEX officially prepared non-franking label group with green imperf. block of four with “Cancelled” 
back in Arabic, and six imperf. proof blocks on ungummed unwatermarked paper in different colours 
(some thins), scarce

600

53159 CC P / 390                   

1949 CITEX officially prepared non-franking label group with mint nh imperf. between block of four 
in green, mint nh imperf. between block of four with oblique perforations and imperf. vert pair with 
“Cancelled” back, very fine

300

Egypt Arab Republic

53160 CC / 388                   

1956 2nd Pan-Arab Jamboree min.sheet, perforated, usual light natural gum creasing, very fine

500

Egypt Suez-Canal Company

53161 CC J / 390                   

1868 20c Blue mint nh top right corner marginal block of 4, very fine, cert. APS (2008)

120

 
53162 H                    4

1868 40c pink, used with good to large margins, showing superb lozenge “5129” cancel, extremely fine 
and very rare in the quality, cert. RPS (1930) (SG £1200)

300 - 400
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Egypt British Military Post

53163 F / 390                   

1882 (Oct 5) Mourning envelope with GB 1881 1d lilac vert. pair and 1883-84 1/2d green tied by “BRITISH 
ARMY POST OFFICE / EGYPT” cds, arrival bs, stamps with faults and missing backflap, scarce cover

300

53164 CC J P / 390                   BF1

1932 British Forces in Egypt 1pi postal seal mint nh imperf. right marginal block of four, very fine

200

5316653165

53165 CC J P                    AP1a, AP1b, AP2a, AP2b

1936 Army Post group incl. 3m & 10m imperf. with “Cancelled” backs, 3m & 10m mint nh singles with 
oblique perfs and 10m in three mint nh blocks of four with oblique perforations, very fine

400

53166 CC P                    AP3a, AP3b, AP4a, AP4b

1939 Army Post 3m & 10m mint nh singles with oblique perforations and 3m & 10m lower marginal 
imperfs with “Cancelled” backs from the Farouk collection (tiny chips at top)

200

53167 CC J P / 388                   AP3b

1939 Army Post 3m mint nh lower right corner A/40 A/39 (scored out) control block of four, very fine

400

Airmails

 
53168 F                    

1931 Envelope to England franked 27m air surch. GRAF ZEPPELIN /AVRIL1930 /100 tied by 9 AP.31. 
SUEZ/GRAF ZEPPELIN, transit Cairo (10 AP) and FRIEDRICHSHAFEN (AP 13) backstamps, fine and 
exceedingly rare acceptance

12’000
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5317353169

53169 CC                    A3e-A23b

1933 Airmail mint nh set of 23 with oblique perforations, very fine

500

53170 CC J P / www                   A4b/A15c

1933-38 Airmails group of Royal misperf. blocks of 4 (13) with 2m grey (2), 2m red-orange, 3m, 4m (2), 
6m, 7m, 8m, 9m, 10m (2 diff. shades) and 30m, all mint nh marginal examples, very fine

1’000

          
53171 CC P                    

1952 Airmails complete set of 37 mint nh overprint colour trials, reverse with black hs of the Palace 
collection, very fine and rare, only 50 sets exist

3’000

Express Stamps

53172 CC C J P / www                   EX2, EX4

1929-44, Express stamp collection incl. 1929 20m imperf. cancelled back, A/28 and A/36 (small fault) 
control blocks and A/40 single, oblique perf. block, pair and two singles, and 1944 40m oblique perf. 
block of 4 (2), pair and single and three control blocks (A/46 with dot in “I” variety, A/46 & A/43

600

Officials

53173 C                    O86

1914 4m Vermilion vertical pair, one WITHOUT OVERPRINT, top stamp showing very off-centered 
overprint, gum toned and horizontal crease, RPS certicate showing it as strip of 3 but top stamp 
detached, variety listed in SG but without catalogue price, rare

300

53174 F / 390                   

1937 (Jul 28) OHEMS envelope cover to Palestine and redirected to Malta, with 1926-35 Officials 5m 
(2) and 15m pair tied by Salah Eldin cds, sent registered with red OHEMS label, reverse with Alexandria, 
Qantara, Port Said and Malta ds, minor cover faults

100

53175 P / www                   O52b-O60b

1938 Officials 1m to 50m imperf. with “Cancelled” backs in English, very fine

50

Postage Dues

53176 H / www                   PD1-PD5, PD10-PD14

1884 10pa to 5pi set used (10pa thin) and 1888 2m to 5pi used (5pi doesn’t look like it has a genuine 
cancel), mostly fine to very fine

100

53177 P / www                   PD31a/PD41a

1927-56 Postage Dues 2m to 30m imperf. with “Cancelled” backs (all English except two 10m in 
Arabic), incl. shades (missing 4m sepia) (NP $484)

200
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Overseas

Postal History

53178 F / 390                   

1949 Civilian Internee mail from Cairo to Germany via the Swiss Red-Cross,  with fine violet oval 
Egyptian censor h.s., alongside boxed ‘CIA’ h.s. and black six bar censor mark that was only used on 
mail from Italian Civilian Internee camps in the canal area for forty days. With 1940 Geneva arrival c.d.s 
and Red-Cross marking, reverse with German and Egyptian censor tape.

120

53179 F / 390                   

Letter dated 3rd January 1970 in a cover to Marseille with various Egyptian stamps and various 
vignettes incl. 100th Anniv. Suez Canal, over 10 different “Mailed on Board” cachets on reverse from 
various ships, very fine, scarce Maritime Mail

150

Postal Stationery

53180 F S / 390, 394                   SEN30, SRE9

1938-39 20m Registered envelope and 1938 2m vermilion postal stationery envelope, both with green 
SPÉCIMEN hs, very fine and rare

200

Collections

53181 H G J / www                   

TOR: Collection of this ‘SINAI’ cancel, mostly on pyramid issues including internal 1895 5m stationery 
envelope (badly opened at left), different cancels including Campement Tor (Est. €100/160)

120 - 160

53182 H G F / www                   

EL ARISH (SINAI) Collection of  7 covers and 15 stamps (several in multiples) from ca 1892 to modern, various 
cancels including 4 different on pyramid issues (Arish in blue and black, Ariche etc), scarce (Est. €100/150)

100 - 150

53183 F / www                   

1860-1910, Old-time collection of Egyptian covers in album with many better items

2’000 - 3’000

 
53184 C DCE                    

1867-1969, Mint collection in an album incl. 1923-24 set, 1926 Port Fouad set, 1928 set, 1932 100m 
on £1, 1934 UPU set, 1938 £1, officials, postage dues, airmails, souvenir sheets incl. 1956 Scouts min.
sheets (imperf. partially stuck down, perf. hinged), issues up to 1906 stuck down, otherwise fine and 
fresh, plus Sudan from first issues onwards incl. officials

2’000 - 3’000

53185 C H / www                   

1870-1950ca. Ranges on cards, leaves and 2 presentation booklets, cancel interest including foreign 
post offices

100 - 200

53186 CC C H / www                   

1872-1972 Collection on album leaves, quite comprehensive, noted some better, mostly mint hinged & 
MNH, also some Soudan, from a formedr Eastern bourse dealers stock

100 - 200
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53187 F / www                   

1894-1932 HOTEL POSTS: Group of 18 covers /postcards including registered and illustrated all with 
hotel cancels, some fine examples

150 - 200

53188 F / www                   

1920-41, Group of 26 registered POSTAL STATIONERY items, 21 used, including many uprated, many 
scarce items, mixed

300 - 400

         
53189 CC                    

1927-90s, Mint nh archive collection incl. 1932 100m on £E1, 1934 UPU set, 1938 Royal Wedding £E1, 
etc., incl. airmail, dues and other back of the book, later with Arab Republic often incl. 3 of each, mostly 
fresh and very fine

600 - 800

Ethiopia

53190 CC / www                   

1931, 4 timbres Yv. 186, 187, 200a et 202 tous non dentelés et de qualité **

120

53191 F Collection / www                   

1942-63, Collection of 100+ covers from the Haile Selassie period on ca.60 pages and loose, most 
written up, incl. airmails, aerogrammes, censored, registered, express, commercial, philatelic, etc, plus 
a loose-leaf booklet on cancels and copies of the Negarit Gazeta with info on rates, etc., from 1942-81

800 - 1’000

Guatemala

 
53192 F                    

1871 1c brownish yellow and 5c brown, neatly stuck by superb and very scarce oval numeral “5” 
of Sololá, on envelope addressed to Retaluleu, slight cover fault, still a wonderful and rare first issue 
usage, signed E.Diena

1’500

53193 F Collection / www                   

1926-69, Collection of 81 first flight covers, about 16 not Guatemala related (US, Porto Rico, Panama, 
etc.), rest from and to Guatemala, range of frankings and cachets, plus some literature incl. Guatemala 
vol.2 by Roland Goodman, El Quetzal journals, etc.

800 - 1’000
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Haiti
53194 DCE                    108a

1906 1c on 50c Claret (inverted) unused, fine and scarce, cert. RPS (1970) (Scott $950, SG £850)

150

53195 CC / www                   

American Banknote Specimens: Attractive duplicated stock of over 1100 mint nh Specimens in singles 
& blocks, showing some Airmails, mostly neatly presented on stockcards, generally fresh & very fine, 
an excellent lots for the internet seller (1100+) 

500 - 700

Iraq

53195A F / 394                    

1923 (30.8) First Overland Mail cover registered to Haifa, franked with 9 annas of the Pictorial issue, all 
tied by BAGDAD/30.8.23 cds, being the first day of use of the Overland Mail route, initiated by the Nairn 
Brothers, very fine and extremely rare, apparently one of only four known covers use on the first day

1’000

53196 F                    

1927 (16.9) Registered Bagdad to Cairo, Egypt, with 7 1/2a franking applied on reverse and tied by 
Exchange Square cds, with registered label of the same on front and BAGDAD-CAIRO AIRMAIL & 
REGISTERED hs alonsgide, fine & a scarce registered usage

80

53197 H / www                   

1932 Railway Letter Service 10f in three different colours, used, fine

50

53198 F / 394                   

1933 Airmail cover from Ripley “Garden of Eden” Iraq, addressed to the famous journalist and new 
correspondent for the New York Walter Winchell, paying the 35f rate tied by BASRA cds, unusual and 
historic item

240

53199 F                    

1938 (16.6) First Flight Bagdad to Larnaca, Cyprus, carried by Misr Airworks Ltd., with 21f franking tied 
by BAGDAD/16.6.38 cds, Larnaca arraival bs, fine & scarce, only 12 flown

100

53200 F / www                   

1939 Mourning cover from The Royal Palace in Bagdad to Fez, franked 15f tied Bagdad/15.MAY.39 
cds, with an array of instructional markings alongside and cover returned to sender due to incomplete 
address, unusual & scarce

Note: The King of Iraq  died in an automobile accident in Fez on April 3, 1939

150

Collections, Lots etc.

53201 G F DFE Collection / 394-398                   

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE DESERT AIR SERVICE

1919-1925 Exhibition collection neatly mounted and knowledgable written on 121 album pages, this 
collection traces the development if the RAF’s military air services in the Middle East after the British 
Governments Colonial Office conference of March 21 held in Cairo. 

The exhibit is illustrated in chronological order under four main sections:

1) RFC & RAF Special & Emergency Airmails Flights - June 1917 - July 1921 (10 pages)
2) Proving Trial Air Services Carrying Official Only Mail - July to October 1921 (4 pages)
3) Regular Airmail Services to and from Iraq - October 1921 to December 1926 (100 pages)
4) Imperial Airway Takes Over the Air Mail Services from the RAF, January 1927 (4 pages)

The strength and value is in the Special & Emergency Airmails Flights which were prior to the regular 
airmail services, nevertheless, the rest of the collection is wonderful in it’s scope of frankings, usages, 
origins and destinations, an excellent basis for study and expansion

15 - 20’000

53202 F Collection / www                   

1919-56 Lot of 29 covers, noted FPOs, registered, airs, etc.

100 - 150
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53203 F Collection / www                   

1925-91, Specialised Postal History group comprising 50 covers, mostly from the early 1930s period, 
all neatly and knowledgeably written up on pages, mostly addressed to the UK, but also USA, Canada, 
Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, with airmails including first flight Basrah-London, registered items, 
insured items, illustrated covers, much cancellation interest including some rare strikes from small 
villages, military sendings from “Baghdad Cantonment”, some genuinely traveled First Day Covers, gen. 
very fine and a scarce specialised offering

1’500 - 2’000

53204 F Collection / 402                   

1927-35, Specialised Postal History group comprising 85 covers, mostly from the early 1930s, the 
Royal period, all neatly and knowledgeably written up on pages, strength in airmails from the 1930s, all 
commercially used and addressed to the UK, USA, Czechoslovakia, Austria, Germany, Egypt, Hungary, 
India, originating in smaller towns including Kettanah, Basra, Kirkuk, TELKAIF (rare), Mosul, Najaf, 
Abadan, Dhibban (the RAF station), Hilla, Amarah, Maqil, TU KHORMATU (rare), Nasiria, RAMADI (rare), 
also a selection of cancellations from RAF bases, plus a small specialised group of stamps of the 1921 
issue, fine

800 - 1’200

53205 F Collection / www                   

1927-57, Mint & used selection in two albums with section of King Faisal I, without and later with 
overprint “ON STATE SERVICE”, singles, multiples and blocks showing a range of different cancels, 
some varities with re-entry on King Faisal II issues, study of 1958 overprints showing varieties, very fine

500 - 1’000

 
53206 CC A Collection                    

1978-1989, Group of 37 proofs or colour essays on gum paper, nh, very fine, rare

700

The currency for this auction is the Euro

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro
€

We accept the following credit cards: 
VISA, Mastercard and American Express

If you wish to pay with American Express, please contact us in advance

Payment by Credit Card
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Overseas

Israel

ONE OF THREE IMPERFORATE SHEETS SETS KNOWN

53207 CC C J                    

1948 Doar Ivri 250m, 500m and 1’000m IMPERFORATE SHEETS of 100; the 250m with sheet number 
307312 printed on THIN YELLOW PAPER, 500m with sheet number 006 and 1’000m sheet number 18, 
all with original gum, some toning and minor faults as is to be expected with sheets, fine as such and 
extremely rare with only 3 imperforate sheets of these high values known according to Tsachor. (Bale 
$226’800 if broken up)

A highly desirable showpiece set and a rarity of Israel

Expertise: Cert. Tsachor (2010) and Buchsbayew (2010)

60’000

53208 CC C J / www                   3c

1948 Doar Ivri 10m roulette complete sheet of 100, sheet number 06765, light horizontal crease, fine 
and fresh appearance (Bale $3’800)

800
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53209 C                    4f

1948 Doar Ivri 15m perf.10, mint (mounted on tab), very fine, cert. Muentz (1987) (Bale $3’000)

600

53212ex53210

53210 DCE                    8f

1948 Doar Ivri 500m perf.10, unused, fine, cert. Tsachor (2012) (Bale $3’800)

400

53211 CC C F J Collection / www                   

1948 New Year collection incl. horiz. tête-bêche pairs set plus 20m with misplaced ribbon variety, 20m 
imperf. colour trial with tab, tab set on registered cover, set in vert. gutter pairs with tabs mint, cross 
gutter blocks incl. perf. set in blocks of 12, imperf. lower margin set (65m with tab), set of tête-bêche 
gutter plate no. pairs on six covers with plates1-6, etc., mostly fine with mint nh, a fabulous collection 
of this issue, Bale $17’000+

3’000 - 5’000

53212 CC H DCE Collection                    

1948-1955, Complete mostly used collection of Israel (with complete tabs) on Leuchturm pages incl. 
Doar Ivri used set complete with complete tabs (cert. Muentz for the 250m, 500m & 1000m), New Year 
tete-beche gutter pairs mint, 1950 Camel used, 1951 New Year used, etc., very fine

500 - 1’000

53213 CC C H F Collection / www                   

1948-1977, Lot in A4 medium thick stockbook with many medium better to better values & sets, noted 
1st issue high value, better early full-tabs (incl. 2 covers with better full-tab frankings) and tete-beches, 
also rare special 1948 presentation booklet for IMABA 1948 Bale with full tab values and a black print 
of first issue, mixed to mostly very fine, from a former Eastern bourse dealers stock

300 - 600

53214 CC C H Collection / 402                   

1948-1999, Nearly complete mostly mint or used collection of Israel (with complete tabs) on Leuchturm 
pages incl. Doar Ivri used set complete with complete tabs (cert. Muentz for the 250m, 500m & 1000m 
which are on cover tied by Binyamina 23.05.48 cds), New Year tete-beche gutter pairs mint, 1950 
Camel used, 1951 New Year used, etc., very fine

700 - 1’400
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Japan
53215 F                    

1893 Japanese 3Sn postal stationary cancelled by Latin Yokohama cancel to Tagerweilen, with arrival 
stamp 18.3.93 and forwarded to Costa Rica, with New York Transit, unusual

200

53216 F / 402                   

Japan 1895. Tokio registered sent to Barbados with San Francisco & New York transits bearing great 
Franking Uprating 18sen adhesives Scott Kobans 72, 74(3), 75(2) & commemorative Scott 85 on 
2sen postal envelope H&G B19; there is a vertical crease through one of the 5sen Scott 74 stamps; 
EXTRAORDINARY & RARE destination (2-6993)

900

53217 CC J / www                   

1896 Issue in mint multiples incl. Field Marshall Arisugawa 2s part pane of 15 (one stamp creased) and 
5s block of four (one stamp with thin and crease) & General Kitashirakawa 2s part pane of 15 (perf. 
separation and crease), strip of 4, 3, pair and single and 5s block of four

200

53218 F / 402                   

1929 21st August cover from Tokyo to Los Angeles, third leg of the round the world flight. franked 1926-
27 20s dark-blue and 1924-33 1y yellow green and mar. tied with ‘TOKYO/21.8.29.’ c.d.s., 10s part-
tied by large red ‘FIRST ROUND-THE-WORLD FLIGHT TOKIO. G.P.O./ by/GRAF ZEPPELIN’ h.s., alongside 
etiquette. Reverse with purple Los Angeles arrival c.d.s.

240

53219 CC C H F Collection / www                   

1871-1970, Useful collection incl. classics with wmks, papers, plate numbers, many useful values & sets, covers

600 - 800

53220 CC C H Collection                    

1893 Japanese 3Sn postal stationary cancelled by Latin Yokohama cancel to Tagerweilen, with arrival 
stamp 18.3.93 and forwarded to Costa Rica, with New York Transit, unusual.

1’000 - 1’800

53221 CC C H Collection / www                   

1872-1976 Duplication  on 5 A4 stockpages and 12 A4 approval book pages, hinged, MNH and used, 
noted diverse medium better values & sets, some classics, mostly fine to very fine, from the stock of a 
former Eastern bourse dealer

200 - 300

53222 F Collection / www                   

1911-81 Group of 19 covers all addressed to SWITZERLAND including registered, censored, World War 
I Red Cross, airs (Est. €100/150)

100 - 150

Jordan

53223 F / 402                   

1922 (Jerusalem) Envelope registered sent to “The American Colony” at Jerusalem bearing high 
franking 5pi 4m first issue SG 1, 3, 7 tied by Intaglio cancels in purple; VERY RARE & VERY FINE; 
PHILATELIC EXHIBIT QUALITY

900

53224 F / 402                   

1926 El Husn envelope sent to Damascus Syria bearing 5mil pair & single adhesives SG 147 tied with 
superb violet date-stamp strikes; RARE postmark & exceptional exhibit quality

1’500

53225 H F Collection                    

1940s-60s, Postmark specialised study inc. covers/cards to overseas destinations, many curious items 
inc. Jordanian Occupation of Bethlehem.

120

Korea

53226 F / 402, 404                   

1904 Postal stationary card 1Ch green + additional franking 1903 issue 1Ch & 2Ch bearing CHEMULPO 
25.10.04 cds via Shanghai to Luebeck, very fine

200
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53227 F / 404                   

1951 OHMS cover from the Special Investigations unit to ‘A Squadron, 8th Royal Irish Hussars, 29th 
Independent Brig’, with violet ‘SPECIAL INVESTIGATION SECTION/13 FEB 1951/H.Q.KOREAN ELEMENT’ 
h.s. on label, alongside ‘FIELD POST OFFICE/16 FE/51/790’ and ‘ARMY/ SIGNALS’ c.d.s.

240

North Korea

53228 F / www                   

1955-1958 Ppc franked 1952 20W peace propaganda + 1957 40W definitive monuments postmarked 
FENJOU & 1955 ppc franked 1955 Soviet-Korean friendship 10W & 20W, both to CSSR

150

53229 CC C H Collection                    

1962-2015, Mint & used collection in 3 stockbooks incl. the latest years, very fine

200 - 400

53230 H Collection                    

1976-1989 Accumulation of 50 packages each containing about 100 different miniature sheets or 
sheetlets, each with an approx. cat.value of € 500 totalling approx. € 25000,

150 - 300

Kuwait

53231 F / 404                   

1959 Booklet from the Kuwait Posts, Telegraphs & Telephones Administration, containing a summary of 
the postal services in Kuwait, with 1958-60 values up 1R tied by violet rubber cds plus illustrations of 
the stamps, some faults, unusual

100

53232 CC A Collection / 404                   

1979-1987, Group of 22 proofs or colour essays on gum paper, nh, very fine, rare

500

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy 

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books 
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic 
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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Overseas

Laos

THE EARLIEST KNOWN FRANKING FROM LAOS

 
53233 F                    

1903 Thai postal stationery card 1 att from 1883 used from Pak Se Done/Laos to France and redirected 
to Russian Turkestan, franked Indochina 10c (shaved perf.) cancelled PAK SE DONE (“Done” part taken 
away in 1905) 8 JUIN 03, BASSAC (Laos) and Saigon transit cds alongside.

Other amazing cachets noted on this most extraordinary and unique item include violet s/l at top 
TROUPES DE L’INDOCHINE (CAMBODGE) overwritten by manuscript TROUPES DE L’INDOCHINE (LAOS). 
Also violet circular MISSION D’ETUDE DES CHEMINS DE FER DU HAUT-CAMBODGE, violet s/l LE CHEF 
DE MISSION and signed.

Two Russian cds incl. arrival KOKANH/Russian Turkestan 14 JUL 1903 verify this fantastic voyage from 
and to most exotic places.

Exhibited: Court of Honour Bangkok 2003, Court of Honour Hong Kong 2004

Provenance: Wallberg

Estimate: € 30’000 - € 40’000
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Liberia

 
53234 F                    

1860 Wrapper to Paris originally with a first issue stamp applied and removed because there was 
no value topay the appropriate rate, handstamped instead at the same spot with blue-grey HARPER 
LIBERIA circular hs with manuscript “Paid 8d” in red in the centre, further endorsed “Care of English 
Mail”, London transit alongside and red ‘PD’ erased, highly unusual, ex Sacher

1’700

 
53235 F                    

1870 Envelope to Germany with embossed “HOFFMAN/INSTITUTE/CAPE PALMAS/CAVALLA

1’100

53236 F / 404                   

1876 Stampless envelope handstamped circular MONROVIA LIBERIA undated in black with manuscript 
endorsement “7d Paid”, addressed to USA with New York transit cds on obverse in red, Paid Liverpool 
Br.Packet cds in red alongside. 7d paid the 1/2oz rate prior to Liberia joining the UPU, 6 1/2d was 
credited to the UK. Top right corner detached nd replaced.

300

53237 F / 410                   

1884 Envelope addressed to Germany franked 1880 2c + 6c cancelled Harper Liberia Dec 13 1884 
cds’s with cancel impressions showing through, 6c with small missing corner bottom left, vertical 
crease not affecting stamps, ex Sacher

500

Libya

French Post Offices

53238 F                    

1898 Registered cover franked France 25C + 5C (3) bearing TRIPOLI BARBERIE 29.5.98, very fine

100
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Overseas

Mexico

53239 F / 410                   

1829 (Sep 26) Defeat of the Spanish at Tampico, entire to London with manuscript charge and very fine red 
boxed ‘PORTSMOUTH/SHIP LETTER’ h.s. Written in English Letter reads ‘Today great festivities are taking 
place in this city to celebrate the victory gained over the Spaniards at Tampico. The whole expedition has 
been obliged to capitulate, giving up their arms and colours. It is hoped that this will scare Spain from 
repeating her impotent attempts at a reconquest. A fine, rare and important piece of Mexican postal history.

300

53240 F / www                   

1848 Mexican pre-stamp April 7th entire to London with fine oval ‘deWILDE&Co. / Mexico’ h.s., charged 
with manuscript ‘2/- 3d’, reverse with ‘VERA-CRUZ/1848/AP 7’ c.d.s.

80

53241 F / www                   

1849 Large folded letter sent to from Mexico via Vera-Cruz to Bath, with two page enclosure, struck 
with a fine ‘Vera-Cruz/1849/MR11’ c.d.s., charged ‘4/- and 6d’ alongside a  red ‘1L/AP21/1849’ c.d.s. 
Reverse with a blue ‘BATH/AP25/1849’ receiving c.d.s, cover faults

80

53243

53242

53242 F                    

1861 Folded cover from Mexico to Madrid, with 1861 Second Issue 1r black on green and 4r red on 
yellow, tied MEXICO/FRANCO cds, with Spanish “16R” rate marking and superb PAID AT VERA-CRUZ 
crowned circle alongside, very fine & scarce

6’000

53243 F                    

1875 Folded entire from Vera Cruz via the French Maritime office to Havana, franked 10c black with 
district ovpt MEXIQUE, used in combination with France 30c brown tied dotted lozenge, with array of 
transit and arrival mkgs alongside including boxed “PP”, VERA-CRUZ PAQ.FR.No.1/20.DEC.75 cds etc., 
an attractive and colourful usage

4’000
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53244 F / www                   

1889-1893 Wells Fargo Express large 10c purple env. with surcharge optd. In violet addressed to 
California, no receiving mark. Also Hidalgo express env. 1896 10c scarlet obliterated by pen cancel 
alongside 15c cover imprint marked ‘2’ in pen addressed internally, originating in Pachuca. Plus two 
unused and surcharged Wells Fargo express covers.

100

53245 F / www                   

1889 Pair of hand-drawn pen and pecil covers from from the same sender/addressee, one from Puebla 
and the orher Vera-Cruz (faults) both franked with the 1886 10c scarlet tied, sent to GB.

100

53246 F / www                   

1896-1914, 1895 10c lilac-rose  issue bisected, tied with ‘TIJIANA/AGO/17/96’ c.d.s. on cover to San 
Diego California, reverse with arrival c.d.s. Plus 1914 10c red Transitorio issue bisected on piece tied 
with ’16 July 1914’ duplex (genuine examples dated 16 and 26 July).

100

53247 F / www                   

1904-43 Mexican Army, official and diplomatic mail inc. 1912 official small stampless env. to the 
Mexican consulate in San Francisco, with a fine blue oval president’s office handstamp to reverse, ‘31/
DIC 1912’, 1922 ‘Ejercito Nacional/3a. DIVISION.-1a. BRIGADA’ printed military env. (faults) addressed 
to a senior naval officer.

80

53248 F / www                   

1913-14 Six Sonora covers, five with the rouletted, without embossing and green seal issue 1c-5c black 
and red Scott 341-344. All internally addressed.

120

53249 F / www                   

1913-15 Ejercitos, Sonora and Transitorios issues on covers inc. 1913 5c Brown (cancelled, not tied) on 
commercial env. to Santa Anna, Sonora. Plus few unmounted mint issues.

80

53250 F / 410                   

1914 Cover and two cards (one unused) with commercial cover with 5c orange tied by a very fine ‘VERA 
CRUZ MEX/JUN 13/U.S.M.AC.’/1914/2’ duplex, reverse with arrival machine cancel. Also Vera-Cruz PPC 
with 1c green toed with ‘U.S.S. MAY/22/P.M/1914/ VIRGINIA/VERA CRUZ/MEXICO’ circle and bar U.S. 
Military ship cancel on PPC to N.Y., with unused Vera-Cruz battle PPC.

120

53251 P / www                   

1915-16 Group of plate proofs for Mexico Veracruz Lighthouse and Post Office A64/65 Scott inc. 1p 
brown and black A64 plate proof with colour. Five proofs.

120

53252 F / www                   

1915 Used and unsed range of ‘Villa’ monogramed stationery inc. 1915 1c magenta, uprated with 4c 
carmine and 10c ultra, alongside registration label with private handstamp on wrapper sent to Trinidad, 
reverse with boxed notification of claiming handstamp.

80

53253 F / www                   

1916 Range of mainly company stationery covers with various ‘Barril surcharges’ and other mixed 
frankings inc. Barril 20c black on 5c orange, 25c green on 5c orange strip of three, 10c blue on 5c violet 
vert. pair, alongside coat of arms type 1c violet strip of five.

80

53254 F / www                   

1929 30c dark green, tied with a fine ‘COATEPEC/15JUN23/VER’ c.d.s. on cover registered to Basrah. 
Reverse with four red oval Coatepec registration cancels and two blue Mexican registration etiquette’s, 
alongside, N.Laredo’,’N.Y.,London transit cancels  and Basrah arrival c.d.s.

80

53255 F / www                   

1931 (Jun 19) Flying Boat crash cover to USA via Cuba. Bearing 1929-34 15c carmine and two 20c brown 
olive adhesives, tied by two c.d.s’s, alongside violet boxed inaugural flight cachet, alongside one of two 
types of ‘MOJADO en el accidente/occurido al hildroavion/en su viajo inaurgural’ h.s., reverse with two-line 
style h.s. sent from Mexico City to Detroit. Similar seen offered for €700, less additional notice h.s.

400
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53256 F Collection / www                   

1928-52 Airmails inc. same day early 1928 mixed franked May 25th cover from Tampico to Mexico city 
with rare ‘HOY MISMO!’ label encouraging the public to use the airmail service,1928 1st Oct. Neuvo 
Laredo first flight to Mexico city with etiquette and ‘Use the airmail to gain time’ violet h.s. Plus 1929 
1ST Dec. Guadalajara-Leon-Arandas-San Luis Potosi carried cover, with two etiquettes  (cancelled after 
a few months at some points 20 covers or less carried) and 1929 15 May Tejeria-Arriaga-Tapachula 
failed first flight covers, (due to bad weather at the Tapachula airfield).

250

Collections, Lots etc.

53257 F / www                   

1825-44 Pre-stamp entire and letters, three and two entires, with fine strikes. 1825 EL ‘4/- 6d’ charged 
with red GB ‘F/5 JY 5 1825’ c.d.s. and boxed ‘SHIP LETTER/LIVERPOOL’ h.s. over flaps, originating in 
Abriel, 1827 EL and Undated E (charged ‘4)’ locals 1827 EL to Real del Monte endorsed ‘Opened by 
mistake by…but not read’, undated E to Olancho. Plus1844 ‘4/- 6d’ charged E and EL to same company 
with ‘VERA-CRUZ’ c.d.s. and one with ‘FRANCO EN/VERA CRUZ’ h.s. over flaps.

120

53258 CC C H                    

1856-1998, Mint & used issues in a large red stock-book and on leaves, some forgeries identified. 
Also 1865-73 GB 4d Vermilion Scott 43, plate 11 and 12 DC, CC cancelled with ‘C63’ G.B. P.O. Tampico 
obliterator. Mexican P.O. proof sheet of 1c-25c red meter mail franking.

150 - 200

53259 CC C H G DCE L / www                   

1856-1921, Collection in 7 A4 stockbooks of mostly classic / semi-classic values & issues (about 4 
stockbooks with the classic issues up to 1882 only) + 1 thinner A4 stockbook with ‘porte del mar’ values 
only, used, hinged or unused, a few MNH, rarely offered in this quantity, mixed to very fine, needs careful 
viewing, ex colln. FIP president Dvoracek

3’000 - 5’000

     
53260 C H                    

1856-1940, Attractive mint & used collection on seven Scott album pages, noted good selection of early 
Hidalgos, strength also in the airmails including rouletted 1931 15c on 20c with inverted overprint, also 
key airmail 1934 National University issue 20p Aztec Calendar stone, mint, gen. very fine

300 - 500

53261 F DFE / www                   

1870s-1940s covers, cards and fronts, postally used and unsed inc. some to overseas destinations. 
1870s internal trio, front, entire and EL, one with 1877 25c blue tied, 1914 overprinted monogram 
series 2c green solo franking, tied and on internal cover officially sealed, 1914 5c orange pair, tied 
‘MEXICO/25JUN/15/YUCTAN’, cover to USA. Also 1929 GB KGV mixed franked cover with ‘LIVERPOOL/
APR19’ 1929 machine cancel to Mexico, endorsed ‘First dispatch from Gt Britain, via new York and 
Texas…By Mauritania’. Plus 1946 Practice Air Mail test letter, with enclosure.

120

53262 F / www                   

1882-1929, Used and used Mexican stationery PCs, reply-cards and covers showing different rates and 
in fine condition inc. some unused specimen examples.

120

53263 F / www                   

1892-95, Four postal stationery inc. 1892 1c green wrapper ‘no frame lines’ local usage, 1895 2c 
carmine with ‘Fajilla’ spelt wrong and error shift. Plus Hidalgo 1895 10c scarlet and 15c Hidalgo printed, 
5c blue and 10c grey printed covers, 10c scarlet cover from Puebla to Vera-Cruz.

120

53264 F / www                   

1897-1942 Mexican commercial mail to the USA, with a variety of mixed frankings often ‘strips’ and 
machine cancels inc. 1897 5c ultra tied on company cover to St. Louis Montana, reverse with receiving 
marks and faint ‘Not on route no.23’ handstamp.

100
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53265 F / www                   

1904-1935 covers and PCs to GB, USA and front to France. 1904 stampless PPC to GB charged ‘(T),10c 
and 2d/266’ handstamps. 1914 Sonora 4c (faults) and 1c pale blue, tied on company cover to Texas, 
charged U.S.2c carmine due, tied. 1926 8c Orange, tied, alongside, ‘(T),10c’ and violet company h.s. on 
1927 front to France, French 30c rose P.due tied. Plus 1934 10c black violet, two, 1935 40c blue tied to 
1935 Hotel cover to USA, ‘POSTAGE DUE’ 10 ‘CENTS’ h.s. and 10c due untied.

100

53266 F / www                   

1914-29 Commercial covers with various frankings to England, France  and Australia, inc. 1910 3c 
orange pair with company perfin, tied with 1914 Mexcican machine cancel on company printed env.  to 
Sheffield. Also 1923-34 30c dark green and three 1928 25c carmine and grey brown air issues tied by 
two fine 1929 Guadalajara c.d.s’s, alongside an airmail etiquette addressed to Australia.

120

53267 F / www                   

1916-1930, Group of 10 postal stationery covers/cards incl. uprated

100

53268 F / www                   

1940-43, Collection of 25 censored covers to Europe and the USA with a variety of frankings

200

53269 F / www                   

FORGERIES/REFERENCE group incl. Fournier forgeries of the Eagles and Hidalgos imperf. & perf. taken 
from the book and 8 photos of a Hidalgo imperf. sheet ideal for plating

150

Mongolia

 
53270 H                    

1925 Revenue Stamps with handstamp, $1 Brown and salmon, corner marginal example cancelled by 
ULAN BATOR 10 II 27 cds, scarce and very fine, signed Colla and Diena

150

53271 CC C H G F Collection / 410                   

1924-74, Mint & used collection of Mongolia in two stockbooks, from first issue onwards including first 
issue cover, a few of the 1926 overprints on revenues plus some identified forgeries for comparison, 
later issues with a selection of covers, fine

700 - 1’000

53272 CC C H Collection / www                   

1924-1990 Collection on over 260 self-made album pages, mostly MNH or used, noted a good range of 
interesting earlier issues up to 1960, mixed to mostly very fine

300 - 600

Nepal
53273 C H Collection / www                   

1881-1929, Used and mounted mint examples on leaves, representation from different classic printings 
and paper types of the ‘Sripech and Crossed Khukris’ issues inc. marginal, pair and later 1917-18 
1a bright blue Scott 29a strip of three with plate screw-head mark’. Plus useful early full and partial 
cancels. Some 20th century issues on piece.

320
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53274 CC C H DCE Collection                    

1881-1907 Small but beautiful collection on old-time selfmade album page, used or unused, noted 1st 
issue imperf., also div. small stockcards with modern duplicates of Nepal, Laos, Bhutan, etc.

100 - 200

53275 F Collection / www                   

1907-49 Collection of thirty covers collected for their postmarks written up on album pages incl. 1907 
stampless Birgunj to Kathmandu cover with an early 16/8/07 Birgunj h.s. alongside a personal seal 
of the Prime minister’s office. We note covers with; Hulak, Syuraj, Step-Pyramid, Sun within crescent, 
Sun enclosed in moon, cross-type moon and sun and ornamental (1930s) cancels. As well seals of 
Postmasters and private ones featuring unusual designs such as a Star and ‘Shamrock-shape’.

700 - 1’000

Nicaragua

53276 F / 410                   

1900 Cover franked 1900 definitives 5C blue (6 in 2 strips of 3) bearing oval violet rubber datestamp 
‘LEON 30.9.00’ to Budapest, at back Corinto transit and arrival pmk

100

Oman

53277 F / 410                   

1945 (Feb 17) Envelope with 1944 3p to 2R set of 15 tied by Muscat double circle ds sent registered to 
South Africa, fine philatelic cover

300

53278 G / 410                   

1948 (Feb 21) Piece with Pakistan local overprint on India KGVI 9p pair tied by Muscat wavy-line 
machine cancel, Bombay arrival adjacent, some minor toning, very scarce

1’000

53279 G / 410                   

1948 Piece with Pakistan overprint on India 1a (3) and 1 1/2a tied by Muscat double circle ds, plus piece 
with India Official 1a, 1 1/2a and 2a and 2a pair both used in Muscat, scarce

300

53280 F / 420                   

1978 (Aug 12) Airmail envelope to England with 1978 50 on 150b pair tied by faint Muscat machine 
cancel, very and rare usage of these stamps (SG £450 as single used stamps)

500

Bidding Steps  All bids in Euros

 50-100 5
 100-200 10
 200-500 20

 500-1000 50
	 1’000-2’000	 100
	 2’000-5’000	 200
	5’000-10’000	 500

	 10’000-20’000	 1’000
	 20’000-50’000	 2’000
	 50’000-100’000	 5’000
	100’000-200’000	 10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Overseas

 
53281 CC J                    212-14

1978 Surcharged values for the National Day & Women’s Day set of three in nh corner sheet marginal 
blocks of four, fresh, extremely fine and a rare set (SG £10’000+)

2’000

5328353282

53282 CC                    212-14

1978 Surcharged values for the National Day & Women’s Day set of three mint nh sheet marginal gutter 
pairs, fresh, extremely fine and a rare set (SG £5’000+)

1’000

53283 CC                    212-14

1978 Surcharged values for the National Day & Women’s Day set of three mint nh sheet gutter pairs, 
fresh, extremely fine and a rare set (SG £5’000+)

1’000
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53284 53285

53284 CC                    212-14

1978 Surcharged values for the National Day & Women’s Day set of three mint nh, fresh, extremely fine 
and a rare set (SG £2’500+)

500

53285 CC                    212-14

1978 Surcharged values for the National Day & Women’s Day set of three mint nh sheet marginal 
singles, fresh, extremely fine and a rare set (SG £2’500+)

500

53286 53287

53286 CC                    212-14

1978 Surcharged values for the National Day & Women’s Day set of three mint nh sheet marginal 
singles, fresh, extremely fine and a rare set (SG £2’500+)

500

53287 CC                    212-14

1978 Surcharged values for the National Day & Women’s Day set of three mint nh, fresh, extremely fine 
and a rare set (SG £2’500+)

500

Panama

53288 C Collection                    

1887-1908, Attractive old-time collection in album showing a wealth of errors and variety on the 1906-
08 issue incl. full sheets, fine to very fine, seldom encountered

1’500 - 3’000

David Feldman Extended Payment Facility

David Feldman SA (DFSA) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1% are debited to 
the buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the Special Extended Facility has been granted, the buyer 
understands that every claim regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, 
even though the lots may be held by DFSA awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DFSA.
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Overseas

Peru

THE UNIQUE ERROR OF COLOUR ON COVER TO AN OVERSEAS DESTINATION

 
53289 F                    

1858 (12.3) Double rate cover from Lima to Paris , franked 1858 ‘Medio Peso’ red ERROR OF COLOUR, 
with good to large margins, neatly tied by oval LIMA in dots, with framed ‘GB2F87 5/10C’ accountancy 
mark, London & Calais transit all alongside, with additional ‘24’ arrival rating, Callao transit bs, some 
minor cvr faults mentioned for accuracy only, an important exhibition showpiece and the only know 
example of this famous error of colour on an overseas destination cover and the earliest know use of all 
the known error on cover, cert. Moorhouse

Estimate: € 50’000 - € 60’000
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53290 F / 420                   9

1860-61 1d Blue tied by LIMA 123 pmk on folded cover to Paris/France, taxed on arrival, GB accountancy 
marking alongside, very fine

200

53291 F                    

1868-72 1p orange, large margins, tied by 13.05.182 cps to cover to France, “GB / 1F90c” exchange mark, 
Callao and London transit cds on reverse, arrived Soumoulon 15.06.cds, two vertical creases else fine

100

TRIPLE COUNTRY COMBINATION

53292 F                    

1875 US 3c green Wells, Fargo & Co. stationery envelope sent from Callao in Peru to Oregon City in the 
USA, via Panama and San Francisco, franked with GB 3d rose strip of four and Peru 10c orange pair all 
tied “C38” cancels. An attractive an colourful franking

Estimate: € 6’000 - € 10’000

The currency for this auction is the Euro

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro
€
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Overseas

 
53293 F                    83

AREQUIPA: 1881 10c Blue fiscals with circular AREQUIPA handstamps in red, tied by AREQUIPA s/l on 
registered envelope to LIMA, oval CERTIFICADO / AREQUIPA handstamps alongside as well as five “star” 
regidtration markings, contents annotated on reverse, very fine and rare cover, cert. Moorhouse, RPS.

4’000

 
53294 F                    103,104

AREQUIPA: 1884 5c Blue and two 10c olive with circular AREQUIPA handstamps, tied by AREQUIPA s/l 
on registered envelope to LIMA, oval CERTIFICADO / AREQUIPA handstamps alongside as well as five 
“star” regidtration markings, reverse bears LIMA 26 MZ 84 arrival cds, contents annotated on reverse, 
opened out and signed by the recipient inside, very fine and rare cover, catalogues erroneously give the 
issue date for these stamps as 1885, cert. Moorhouse

4’000

53295 CC C H G F Collection / www                   

1857-1954, Attractive mint & used collection in two albums plus a few folders, elaborate early Coat-of-
Arms section with much cancellation interest, especially the 1862-68 section with many CERTIFICADOS, 
various straightline cancels, registration “stars”, Also coloured cancellations, varieties including paper join, 
section of 1871 “Trencito” and 1873 “Llamitas”, well-furnished 1880-86 so-called UPU overprints, also 
postage dues and parcel stamps, section of local issues from Ancash to Yca, a good basis for expansion

2’000 - 3’000
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53296 C H DCE Collection / www                   

1858-1886, Collection in 1 A4 stockbook of mostly classic values only (approx. 240 values) mostly used, 
some hinged or unused, only some semi classic issues, mixed to very fine, ex FIP president Dvoracek

600 - 900

53297 F Collection                    

1880-1903, POSTAL STATIONERY collection of 33 cards, mostly unused, all different, incl. three 1901 
postal view cards, nice foundation collection

120 - 200

Philippines

53298 CC C H                    

1875-1990s, Mint and used collection in a large red stock book and some on detached classic album leaves.

100

Salvador

53299 CC                    

American Banknote Specimens: Attractive & large duplicated stock of over 3300 mint nh Specimens 
in singles, small & large blocks, mostly neatly presented on stockcards, generally fresh & very fine, an 
excellent lots for the internet seller (3300+)

400 - 600

Saudi Arabia

53300 G / 420                   17/D34

1921 Typo overprint issue, 1/4pi, 1/8pi, 1pa, 1/2pi, 1pi blue with red overprint and 2pi together with 
postage due 20pa, 1pi with red overprint and 2pi, all tied by MECCA 21 DEC 1921 first day cancel on 
large piece, very fine & scarce

300

Sudan

53301 DCE / 420                   

1961 Historic Monuments mini sheet with red-brown omitted (affecting the55m stamp), with pencil 
markings highlighting the error erased, unusual, sold with normal

100

Syria

53302 F M / 420                   

1920 5m brown-red ovptd “Commemoration of Syrian Independence, 8 March 1920” in Arabic tied by 
bilingual Damas 08.03.1910 violet cds together with not overprinted stamp on an official document, 
very fine, scarce (SG K98 +K97)

300

53303 www                   

1934 Proclamation of the Republic proofs without value perf. and imperf., mint nh, very fine

300

Thailand

53304 F / 420                   

1916 Nakonsitamarat envelope registered & sent internally to BanDon with receiving date-stamp on 
reverse & bearing two pairs & single 3 Satang (Scott 146) & five copies of “2 Satang” on 14 satang 
(Scott 157) all tied with standard double circle cancel & affixed also in the reverse; RARE postal history

600

We accept the following credit cards: 
VISA, Mastercard and American Express

If you wish to pay with American Express, please contact us in advance

Payment by Credit Card
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5330853307ex5330653305ex

53305 C                    B12-B17

1920 Scout set of six, mint, very fine

200

53306 C                    B15

1920 Scout 1t deep blue and brown-orange, mint, fine

120

53307 C                    B18-B23

1920 Scout set of six, mint, very fine

200

53308 C                    B21

1920 Scout 1t deep blue and brown-orange, mint, fine

100

53309 CC C H G F Collection / www                   

1883-1945, Chiefly used selection on stockpages plus a fascinating selection of various documents 
bearing revenue stamps including the unoverprint 1907 King Chulalongkorn issues, generally fine

1’000 - 1’500

53310 H Collection / www                   

1883-1964 Small collection on 4 A5 stockcards, nearly all used, a few medium better, noted 2 values of 
1st issue, 20B. 1917 London definitives, a few modern values also, mostly fine to v.fine, from the stock 
of a former Eastern bourse dealer

50 - 150

Tibet

53311 F / 420                   

1911 Preprinted envelope sent internally to Gyantse bearing 1a on 4c China coiling dragon tied dual-
language cds, light receiving date-stamp, fine and scarce

1’500

 
53312 G                    40

1912 1/3 tr. COBALT tied to small piece by GYANTSE (Hel. T41), very rare and fine, cert. Falck

150

53313 F Collection                    

1982-93, Lot of 24 covers and cards from various Tibetan counties, all Chinese post, fine

120 - 200
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United Arab Emirates

Abu Dhabi

53314 G / 422                   

1972 1D Provisional vert. pair on piece tied by blue cachet with the UAE symbol, presumably fiscal, 
scarce usage

100

53315 F                    

1977 (Mar 15) Airmail cover with 90f showing a damage to the plate variety at foot, unusual

50

Umm al Qiwain

53316 CC                    

1972 Penguins IMPERFORATE 250 complete sets in mint nh complete sheets (Mi. €2’000)

150

United Nations

UNO New York

53317 CC J P / www                   

1970 Peace & Progress 13C  in 5 IMPERFORATE progressive colour proofs, each in block of 12 , MNH, 
scarce (60 adhesives)

200

53318 CC J P / www                   

1970 Peace & Progress 13C  in 5 IMPERFORATE progressive colour proofs with left margin, each in 
block of 12 , MNH, scarce (60 adhesives)

200

53319 CC J P                    

1973 Disarmament Decade 15C in IMPERFORATE left margin block of 4, MNH

100

United States

53320 F / 422                   

1857 Envelope from Great Britain sent to “Col. Colts’ Armory” in Conneticut, the famous gun 
manufacturer, franked with 1s, with 21c accountancy hs erased by red “466” numeral of Liverpool and 
5c hs adjacent, reverse with Enfield Highway s/l and London despatch, peripheral cover faults

200

53321 F / 422                   

1898 Envelope from Great Britain to a Sargent in the US Army at Batter G, Ardmore, Indian Territory, 
but MISSENT TO INDIA, reverse with Dead Letter Office Bombay, Kirkee cds (on four different dates), 
returned to the UK and finally sent to Ardmore, with postman note attached (tied by bs on reverse) with 
ms “This letter would appear to be intended for a soldier of the UNited States Army, with further “Not in 
1st”, “Not in 11th”, “Not in 29th”, etc., finally sent to Fort Point in Galveston, Texas, minor faults as to 
be expected from such a well travelled cover!

300

Postmasters’ Provisionals

53322 F / 422                   

1845 5c black in pair tied by red PAID postmark to cover from New York to Palmyra, very fine

800

1847 Issue

 
53323 H                    1

1847 5c Red brown, clear to large margins, red circular grid, light soiling o/w fine (Scott $400)

150
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53324 F / 422                   1

1847 5c Brown in pair tied by two red circular grids on folded cover from New York to Toronto, NEW YORK 
MAR 31 red despatch cds and QUEESTON U.C. APR 2 1848 cds alongside, reverse bears TORONTO U.C. 
AP 1848 arrival backstamp, a fine classic cover to Canada, cert. Sismondo

1’000

53325 F / 422                   1

1847 5c Brown with clear to good margins all around, tied by red circular grid on folded cover from 
Boston to New York, BOSTON 12 OCT despatch cds also tying stamp, fresh and fine (Scott $450)

240

533315332753326

53326 H                    1a

1847 5c Dark brown, large margins all around, red circular grid cancel, very fine, ex Carl Walske (Scott $900)

400

53327 H                    2

1847 10c Black, large margins all around, red circular grid, very fine, ex Carl Walske (Scott $925)

400

53328 F / 422                   2

1847 10c Black with good margins all around, tied by red circular ST-LOUIS/Mo NOV 10 cds on folded 
entire to Philadelphia, very fine

800

53329 F / 424                   2

1847 10c Black with clear to large margins, tied by red grid on folded cover from New York to Galveston, 
Mass., red NEW YORK despatch cds alongside, cert. Brettl

500

53330 F / 424                   2

1847 10c Black with good margins, creased at top, tied by red circular grid on folded entire from New-
York to Alabama, red NEW YORK JAN 3 despatch cds alongside, fresh and fine (Scott $1’050)

500

53331 H                    2D

1847 10c Black, showing the variety DOUBLE TRANSFER OF LEFT AND BOTTOM FRAME, large margins all 
around, used with pen cancel (faded), tiny pin-hole and corner crease, a very rare stamp (Scott $11’000)

700

1851-57 Issue

53332 F / 424                   11A

1851-57 3c Dull red, type II, tied by blue BELCHERTOWN (MA) cds on Valentine’s envelope to Grafton 
(MA), the 3c is cut into at bottom, envelope with spectacular embossing

150

53333 F / 424                   26b

1851-57 3c type III imperf. vertically tied to envelope by Malone N.Y. cds, wide margins at both sides, 
evidentially trimmed from the sheet presumably because of this variety (hence perfs trimmed at top), 
very fine and rare

400

1857-61 Issue

53334 F / 424                   29+32

1857-61 5c Brown (type I) and 10c green (type II) tied by circular PAID on folded cover to Salins/France, 
BOSTON MR21 desptach cds, various French arrival markings, both adhesives with left margins, very fine

400

53335 F / 424                   36

1857-61 12c Black, two singles tied by BROOKLYN JUN 15 cds on transatlantic cover England, red 
AMERICA JU 27 1858 LIVERPOOL entry cds alongside together with red “19”, reverse bears BOSTON 
BR. PAKT and arrival cds, a scarce and attractive classic cover (Scott $900)

340
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Overseas

1861-1866 issue

53336 F / 424                   

1867 Envelope from Salem Massachussets sent to ZANZIBAR bearing 30c in combination with 1866 15c 
black scott 71. 77 (scissor separated at sides) paying the 45c British mail rate via Marseilles tied by a circle 
of arrows cork cancels with matching “Salem Mass. Oct. 18” origin cds alongside, printed “Via Marseilles” 
routing endorsement and in care of “Adumally Sultanally, Esq., Merchant, Aden, Arabia”. red “24” credit 
handstamp with “Aden Steamer” transit date-stamp on reverse and London transit cds, red crayon “1” 
British credit and Aden backstamp; cover slightly reduced at right, an attractive and Rare usage to Zanzibar 
from the Goodhue correspondence, very fine and rare, cert. Philatelic Foundation (2010)

2’800

1869 Pictoral Issue

         
53337 H                    

1869 Pictorial complete used set of 10 values, the 15C is type II, generally well centred, strong colours 
and a fine and scarce set (Scott $3’551)

1’000

53338 F / 424                   

1869 15c Blue & Brown, type I, tied by cork  cancellation and red New York Paid  c.d.s. of 5 June 1869 
on envelope  Paris, blue arrival of 17 June, portions of backflap missing, fine appearance

300

1893 Columbus Issue

         
53339 P                    230P-245P

1893 Columbus PLATE PROOFS on plain white card, the complete set of 16 values, all in issued colours, 
fresh and strong colours, very fine

800

 
53340 C                    245

5$ black, mint hinge traces (hinge taken off), reperf. (at right) and some perf. holes redone, rare, Scott 
US$ 2300, Yvert classics 1910 E 3000

200

1909-18 issues

53341 F / 424                   

1913 Unused postcard with handpainted stamp in the style of the 1908-09 issues depicting Woodrow 
Wilson with handpainted cancel “PALAIS DU CONGRES - LE CAPITOL / WASHINGTON on the day that he 
was inaugurated as President, very attractive item

300
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1913-17 Washington Franklin Issue

POST-CLASSIC PERIOD MAJOR USA RARITY

 
53342 H                    423C

1914 COMPOUND PERFORATION 5c Blue, perf. 12X10, fresh deep shade and lightly cancelled, natural 
straight edge at top (top of the sheet), fine with just vertical crease and two small tone spots mentioned 
for accuracy, of little significance for this great US rarity of which only 25 used examples are recorded, 
all used. cert. PSE and PF (Scott $20’000)

An extremely rare stamp, missing in most of the even very advanced collections.

3’000

1917-23 Washington Franklin Issue

 
53343 C                    534B

1920 2c Carmine, type VII, imperforate, mint bottom marginal example, only lightly hinged, fresh deep 
shade, EXTREMELY FINE and rare, grade 95, cert. PSE and PF (Scott $1’850)

1’000

Local Stamps

53344 F / 424                   20L1

1844 Boyd’s City Express, New York, NY, 2c Black on Green Glazed paper, full margins all around, red 
FREE cancel, matching BOYD’S CITY EXPRESS POST SEP17 3 O’C boxed hs alongside, on folded cover 
to local street address, 1844 docketing on reverse, some slight surface rubbing otherwise very fine and 
extremely rare Boyd’s First Issue usage, only 18 covers have been reported by Larry LeBel

1’500

Special Delivery

53345 F / www                   

1937-52, Trio of covers from Bermuda affixed with US Special Delivery stamps for onward transmission 
by express in the US (as permitted by a 1924 agreement between the US and Bermuda), the 1937 cover 
with 10c (faulty), 1951 cover with 15c and 1952 cover with 20c (not tied)

200

USA Possessions

Hawaii

     
53346 C                    5, 6

1853 5c Blue and 13c dark red, both mint with good clear margins all around and original gum, fresh 
shades, the 5c is signed Gebr. Senf, Leipzig, very fine and scarce (Scott $2’750)

800
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53348

53347

53347 F                    8+US17

1857 5c Blue, large margins all around including right sheet margin, tied by tied by HONOLULU US 
POSTAGE PAID SEP8 (1857) cds in red, used together with US 1851 12c Black (large margins including 
left interpane), tied by SAN FRANCISCO CAL. OCT 5 1857 cds, on cover to Natchez, Miss., carried on 
British bark Sebastopol then PMSC Golden, Golden Age took Panama mail, then carried to New York on 
USMSC Star of the West, arrived November 4th, signed Askbrook, ex Krug, Haas and Gross

3’000

53348 F                    8+US26

1857 5c Blue, mostly good margins but with faults, uncancelled but offset ties stamp at corner, red 
HONOLULU US POSTAGE PAID JUL 18 (1860) cds alongside, used with two vertical pairs of US 1857 3c 
dull red type III, tied by SAN FRANCISCO CAL. AUG 3 1860 cds on cover to Petersburg, Virginia, carried 
on American bark Frances Palmer then carried overland on Butterfield stage, an extremely unusual 
franking to prepay US rate, ex Knapp, Krug, “Honolulu Advertiser” and Gross, signed Ashbrook, cert. PF

2’000

53349 DCE / 432                   19

1864 1c Black, Plate 6-A, types 1-IV, block of six, unused, large margins all around, detailed impression, 
light horizontal crease at bottom, extremely fine appearance, an attractive and very scarce multiple, ex 
Atherton, “Honolulu Advertiser” and Gross

1’500

Collections

53350 F / www                   

1800-1869, Most attractive whole-life accumulation of United States Transatlantic covers showing 
various routes & postmarks, incl. a few from South America, generally very fine, a great opportunity for 
research or publication

500 - 700

53351 F DFE / www                   

1830-1900s, Range of mail with pre-stamp N.Y., Washington and Philadelphia entires, pair of unused 
U.S. Civil-War Union patriotics, multi-franked mail addressed to Australia and advertising covers, etc.

100

53352 CC C H G F DCE P                    

1839-1995, Large accumulation of covers and cards including some early portrait issues, plus a range 
of later material incl. year issues, more modern covers, postcards, etc., fine

300 - 500

53353 F                    

1840-1980ca. Accumulation in cover albums in a large box with much duplication, from pre-
stamp through to FDCs with good air section, substantial postal stationery etc., much addressed to 
Switzerland,cancel potential, many 100s

500 - 1’000
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53354 CC C H G F DCE                    

1847-1950, Extensive and valuable mint & used collection of USA housed in six “White Ace” albums, 
showing great strength in the classic and semi-classic periods, remarkable items throughout include 
1847 #1 and #2, good margins with the latter on piece (cert. PSE), used 1851-57 1c (#7 in single and 
pair), 5c #12, 10c type I #13, 1857-66 12c pair #36, 24c #37, 3c perf. 12 on cover with PSE cert. #64, 
then higher values up to the 90c #72, 1867 issue to 90c, 1869 Pictorials to 90c, then important section 
of 1892 Columbus issue with several values graded 90 including the $5  top value with PSAG certificate, 
other better sets and singles include 1898 Transmississippi set used, 1901 Pan-American set, both mint 
and used, 1902-03 Presidents including $5 #313 with PSE certificate, then superb 1906-08 5c with 
plate number in bottom margin (PSE cert. with XF90 grade), later years replete with better sets and 
singles including rare 1915 2c with watermark 190, impressive section of 1916-18 Pres. Washington 
coil stamps with gradings between an 85 and 95!, mostly in pairs, 1917-20 issue with several of the 
$2 and $5 values, later years replete with items with grading 90 or 95, many plate blocks, then section 
of special delivery stamps, extensive airmail section with practically all certified stamps graded 90 or 
95!, the 95 grades incl. #C3 with plate number at top, #C7, #C8, #C9,#C10, #C11 and #C12, also #C18, 
section includes 1930 Zeppelins, plus some pre-stamp incl. St.Thomas cover to New York, some Hawaii 
postal history, Wells Fargo covers, #64 on cover, etc., generally fine to very fine, a great lot

12’000 - 20’000

         
53355 CC C H G DCE P                    

1851-1995, Attractive mint and used collection in eight stockbooks replete with sets and singles 
ranging from classics to modern issues, better items noted incl. 1851 imperf. 5c on piece, imperf. 10c 
green, pair of imperf. 12c black, 1857-61 two 5c in different shades, most values of the 1861/62 issue 
including two 5c buff, 1869 pictorials up to the 30c value, mint/unused 1893 Columbus issue singles up 
to 50c including some well centred examples, used value up to the $2, 1898 Transmississippi up to $1 
plus neat 10c pair with inscriptional margin, 1901 Pan-American set with some mint duplication, 1902-
03 portraits incl. mint $2, then Washington and Franklin issues from 1910 onwards with many colour 
and perforation variations, useful airs, etc., high catalogue value indications to be considered from the 
second stockbook onwards, some items ex Wiesenthal collection, mostly fine

1’000 - 1’500

53356 CC C H F / www                   

1861-64, Specialised CONFEDERATE STATES collection neatly mounted on pages in one album, good 
selection of the 1861-62 issue with mostly Jefferson Davis 5c blue or green, single, pairs, block of four, ca24 
stamps plus nine covers, then strength in the 1862-64 issue incl. four 1c yellow, six 2c red-brown, large 
selection of 5c blue with multiples including mint & used blocks of four and mint block of ten, eight covers 
with mostly pairs, 10c blue in multiples including block of 64 and block of four, plus 11 covers showing 
different shades of blue and blue green, also two New Orleans Postmaster General issue, generally fine

1’200 - 2’000

53357 F / www                   

1863-1954 Lot of 64 covers/stationery addressed to Switzerland, many uprated, noted airs, illustrated, 
registered, diverse frankings and cachets, mostly fine

100 - 200
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EXTENSIVE AND SPECIALIZED COLLECTION ON THE WATERBURY CANCELLATIONS

53358 H G F                    

Introduction: The creator of the Waterbury cancellations, John W. Hill (1834-1921), moved with his family 
to Waterbury CT. at an early age. As a young man he became an apprentice as a die sinker. The outbreak 
of the civil war disrupted whatever plans he may have had but then he returned to Waterbury where 
he found work in the local post office.  His duties as postal clerk may have been proven boring and he 
probably preferred his passion for whittling, Combined with the plain and uninteresting cancellations 
used by the Waterbury post office at the time, this motivated him to create a wide assortment of figures 
and designs while working as a postal clerk. He continued his carving, even after his promotion to the 
position of postmaster in 1870.  The different designs were motivated by various events he experienced, 
for example the Elephants used in 1866 were occasioned by the arrival of the circus in the Spring of that 
year.  Cancellations are ordered in 18 groups lettered A to S as per the Paul C. Rohloff book.

1865-90, Outstanding and most extensive collection of Waterbury postmarks housed in four “White Ace” albums 
comprising 123 stamps and 220 covers or cards, showing a wide range of Animals, Objects and designs.

Remarkable items include the following (all by Rohloff numbers and according to following rarity scale):

(RRRR): not more than 5 copies known.
(RRR): not more than 8 copies known.
(RR): not more than 15 copies known.
(R): more than 15 copies known.

• Group A: Elephant Type 2 on 1861 1c blue (RRRR)

• Group B: Arrowheads with several B2 and B3, rare B4 (RRR) on cover (illustrated in book, fig. 20), 
two B5 (RRR), B12 on cover (illustrated in book, fig. 27), B16 on cover (RRR), two B18 (RRR) and four 
B19 (RRR) covers.

• Group C: Crossroads with C2 (RRR) on cover, two C3 (RRR) on cover, C4 on cover (illustrated in book, fig. 
38), C6 on cover (illustrated in book, fig. 40), C8(RRR) on cover and C9 on cover (illustrated in book, fig. 43)

• Group D: Designs - geometric pattern and target with two D2 (RRR) on cover, D12 (RRR) on cover, 
several D15 covers, D20 (RRR) on cover, D25 on cover with PF certificate

• Group E: Faces with Soldier’s Head on 1861 1c blue (RRRR)

• Group F: Flowers and Shamrocks with F7 (RRRR) on 3c postal stationery, F11 (RRR) on 3c banknote, 
F11 on 3c banknote, F12 (RRR) on cover and other F12 on 3c banknote.

• Group G: Pumpkin G2 (RR) on cover (ex Judge Fay)

• Group H: Grids and grills with H1 (RR) on first day of use (FEB 22) cover, H2 (RRR) on 1c banknote, 
H5 (RRR) on card, H7 (RRR) on card, H9 (RRR) on cover, H11 (RRR) on cover, H25 (RRRR) on entire, 
H12 (RRR) on 3c banknote, 
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• Group J: Hearts with J1 (RRR) on cover plus single, J4 (RRRR) on 3c banknote, J6 (RRRR) on 1861 3c, 
J9 (RRRR) on 1861 3c and J11 (RRR) on 1861 3c

• Group K: Letters with K1 (RRR) on 1861 3c, two K2 (RRR) on cover, two K6 (RRR) on cover, K7 (RRR) 
on cover, K9 (RRR) on cover, K10 (RRR) on cover, two K12 (RRR) on 1861 3c plus a cover, K13 (RRR) 
on 1869 1c and also on cover, K14 (RRR) on 1861 3c and also three covers.

• Group L: Leaves with L4 on 1869 3c and two covers, L6 Maple Leaf (RRRR) on 1861 3c and 1869 1c,  
3c and 6c, L7 (RRR) on 1861 3c and 3c banknote, L8 (RRR) on 1861 3c and on two covers, L10 (RRR) 
on cover and single, L11 (RRR), on cover, L13 (RRR) on cover, L14 (RRR) on card, L18 (RRR) on two 
covers, L22 (RRR) on cover,  L23 (RRR) on cover, L25 (RRR) on cover, L26 (RRR) on cover, L27 (RRR) 
on cover, L31 (RRR) on two covers, L34 (RRR) on cover, L35 (RRR) on two covers, L37 (RRR) on cover 
(illustrated in book, fig. 188), L43 (RRR) on piece and cover, L44 (RRR) on four covers, L47 (RRR) on 
two covers (one illustrated in book, fig. 192)

• Group N: Numerals with N1 (RRRR) on three covers, N2 (RRR) on three covers, N5 (RRR) on piece 
and singles

• Group O: Objects with O9 (RRR) on 1869 3c, O9A (RRRR) on 1869 3c, O8 on 1861 3c and stationery 
cut-out, O10 (RRR) on 1861 3c

• Group P:  Rosettes with P4 (RRR) on 1869 1c and cover, P3 (R) but on 1869 3c (cert. PF) and on 1869 10c, 
P14 (RRR) on 1861 2c, P25 (RRR) on two singles and on cover, P26 (RRR) on two covers and 3c banknote, 
P28 (RRR) on 1869 3c, P29 (RRR) on 1861 3c, P30 (RRR) on 1869 1c, P30 on 1869 cover (2x 1c)

• Group Q: Shields with Q2 (RRR) on cover, Q4 (RRRR) on 1861 3c, Q5 (RRRR) on 1869 3c, Q7 (RRR) on 
cover, Q7 (RRR) on 1861 3c, Q10 (RRRR) on two 1861 3c

• Group R: Skulls, Crossbones and Tombstones with R1 (RRRR) on 1861 1c, R3 (RRR) on two 1869 3c, 
R5 Tombstone (RRRR) on two, 1861 3c.

• Group S: Stars with S2 (RRR) on 1861 3c, S3 (RRRR) on 1861 2c and three 3c singles plus 3c on 
cover, S5 (RRR) on cover, S5A (RRR) on 3c banknote, S6 (RRRR) on 1861 3c, S8 (RRRR) on two 3c 
entires plus other cover with 3c banknotes

An extraordinary assembly and an excellent basis for expanding into an award-winning high-level 
exhibition collection. See a full set of scans on the web. Lot includes the reference book “The 
Waterbury Cancellations” by Paul C, Rohloff (1979) and the Mannel Hahn handbook on Waterbury 
Cancellations (1940)

Provenance: Bill Gross

Estimate: € 60’000 - € 100’000
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53359 F                    

1866-1960, 350+ covers incl. 8 covers related to the Missoula, Montana Interment Camp with outgoing 
or Incoming Mail and related documentation, 11 with “Held for postage”, etc.

500 - 1’000

53360 F                    

1876-1950, Over 100 covers mostly to Switzerland with uncommon frankings, postal stationery, etc., 
viewing recommended

90 - 150

53361 F                    

1890s-1930s, Range of mail incl. used stationery, airmails, R.P.O’s and military items.

80

53362 CC C H F                    

1900-80ca, Small estate in nine stockbooks and seven folders, better FDCs, stamps in complete sheets, 
plate blocks, etc.

500 - 800

Uruguay

53363 DCE                    3

1856 1r vermilion, unused, four clear margins, tiny thin spot, fine

100

53364 F / 432                   

1868 Folded cover from the Italian Consulate in Montevideo to Gallarate in Italy, reverse bears blue 
MONTEVIDEO 26 AGO 68 despatch cds as well as P.P. handstamp, obverse bears Italy 1867-72 40c rose 
with GENOVA 9 OTT 68 desptach cds alongside, 1L revenue stamp applied inside in Milan on October 
22nd, fine and scarce

800

The currency for this auction is the Euro

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’Euro

Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist Euro
€

David Feldman Extended Payment Facility

David Feldman SA (DFSA) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer 
may choose to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period 
of 6 months, paying an equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1% are debited to 
the buyer’s account at the end of each month. When the Special Extended Facility has been granted, the buyer 
understands that every claim regarding his/her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, 
even though the lots may be held by DFSA awaiting full settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be 
examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DFSA.

We accept the following credit cards: 
VISA, Mastercard and American Express

If you wish to pay with American Express, please contact us in advance

Payment by Credit Card
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ITALIAN POSTAL SERVICE IN MONTEVIDEO

53365 F                    

1873 Unfranked cover from Montevideo to Genova bearing special Coat-of-Arms “SERVIZIO POSTALE ITALIANO 
/ MONTEVIDEO” pmk in blue, although these covers were generally carried by G.B. Lavarello & C°, this one was 
carried by the ship “France” operated by the “S.G.F.M.” onto the port of Marseille, red LA PLATA/ MARSEILLE 
20 NOV 73 despatch cds alongside, carried then overland as shown by the Train Post Office pmk on reverse 
AMBULANTE MODANE-TORINO 21 NOV 73, arrival then in Rome on 22 November 1873 where it was taxed 
by 10 decimes (one of the 1 Lira postage due stamps applied) but cancelled with ANNULLATO and further 1L 
postage stamp applied as cover was redirected to Florence, pair of 1867 20c blue also cancelled in Rome, these 
may have been applied in Uruguay for a possible carriage by the ship “Lavarello”, arrival in Florence on the 24 of 
November 1873, a few perf. faults not detracting from this exceptional cover of this postal service from Uruguay.

Expertise: Cert. Diena (2009)

10’000

53366 F                    

1873 Unfranked cover from Montevideo to Genova bearing special Coat-of-Arms “SERVIZIO POSTALE 
ITALIANO / MONTEVIDEO” pmk in blue, carried by G.B. Lavarello & C° - Genova, Piroscafo Nord-America 
- Postale Italo-America (neat blue pnk alongside), special “con Bastim Merchants” applied on arrival 
as well as Italian 40c postage due (slight perf. faults) tied by GENOVA 25 SET 73 cds, corresponding to 
normal port-to-port fee, an extremely rare example of this postal service from Uruguay

Expertise: Cert. Diena (2009)

9’000
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53367 F / 432                   

1877 Envelope from Montevideo franked by 1877-80 10c red and carried by French ship (PQ FR J N°4 
from December 26th, 1877) to Genova in Italy where it received Italian 40c and 1L postage dues, small 
perf. faults, GENOVA 23 I 78 arrival backstamp

400

53368 CC C H G F DCE Collection                    

1858-1998, Most extensive and specialised collection of Uruguay housed in 5 stockbooks and three 
smaller-size boxes, great strength in the classic period showing an astonishing selection of the different 
Montevideo SUNS, noted six examples from the 1858 Large Figures issue including used 120c and 
used 240c, 1859/60 Thin and Large figure issues with 12 covers and 147 singles, highlights include 
superb 120c addressed to Rutino de Elizades, other 120c thin figures with cert. Diaz, bisect of 120c 
thick figures with cert. Moorhouse, various pairs and blocks of four incl. 80c, 180c and superb 240c 
thin figures with cert. Diaz, one Sperati forgery, various plate reconstruction attempts of the 60c, 100c, 
showing the different types, shades and cancellations, then strong coat-of-arms section replete with 
covers and multiples, noted rare 1864 10c ochre on cover, 1866 numerals including covers to France 
and to Italy, the latter with Italian postage dues, later sets and singles with group of “Artigas” unissued 
proofs, various imperforate in-between pairs throughout, also some min.sheets, good airs including 
several 25 AGOSTO 1925 covers, section of Waterlow and Sons 1929-43 “Pegasus” imperforate and 
punched printer’s proofs, and much more, an amazing holding and a good basis for expansion

7’000 - 10’000

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy 

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books 
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic 
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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Venezuela

53369 F                    

1859-62 Coarse Impression 2r rose-red, HORIZONTAL STRIP OF SEVEN tied by ‘LA GUAIRA/JUL.22’ double-
circle ds in blue-green, on 1861 entire to Hamburg, showing London transit and Hamburg arrival bs, an 
outstanding exhibition showpiece an one of the most important covers and rarities of classic Venezuela

Estimate: € 30’000 - € 40’000
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53370 F                    

1873 Coat-of-Arms 1/2r pale rose tied by CORREOS LA GUAIRA in mixed franking with France Laureated 
Empire 80c rose tied by lozenge Anchor on folded cover from Caracas to Bordeaux, France octagonal LA 
GUAYRA 7 MAI 74 desptach cds alongside, the medio real slightly touched at bottom, otherwise very fine 
and fresh, a scarce mixed franking, signed Diena

Provenance: Burrus, Robson Lowe

3’600

53371 F / 432                   

1899 MARITIME MAIL: Postal stationery card 10C + additional franking 5C bearing oval AMSTERDAM-W.
INDIES NEDERL.PAKETBOOT 7.12.99 ds to Hamburg

200

Vietnam

53372 H DFE Collection / www                   

1948-1982 Lot of mostly used in 3 thick old-time DIN A5 approval books, noted many of the medium-
better values of the 1950s period, generally very fine, from the stock of a former Eastern bourse dealer

200 - 400

53373 H Collection                    

1960-1965, Old Maury album of around 50 provisional labels of Vietnam

50 - 100

North and Republic

53374 DCE / www                   

1948-55 Ho Chi Minh 2D brown, 5D red and 1956 surcharged 50D on 5D orange-red in complete 
sheets of 50 each, ungummed as issued, scarce (Mi nos.2, 3, 53, high cat. value)

800

53375 DCE / www                   

1948-55 Ho Chi Minh 2D brown, 5D red and 1956 surcharged 50D on 5D orange-red in part sheets 
of 45 each (each one vertical row missing), ungummed as issued, scarce (Mi. 2, 3, 53, high cat. value)

600

Yemen

53376 CC / www                   

1939 Complete imperforate set of six values in blocks of four, Yvert 18-23, nh, very fine

180

53377 CC C H G F S Collection                    

1929-54, Mint and used collection in one stockbook, includes some Crossed Daggers singles, later 
Waterlow & Sons specimens, also replete with imperforate issues, combination perforation issues, 
section of the more unusual overprinted issues, fine

500 - 800




